ERMATIC® range and
other modular solutions

®

The Ermatic range,
the right solution

Worldwide, the ERMATIC® modular range is one of the most
adaptable product ranges in the industry. Some of the world’s
most prestigious infrastructure projects have selected the
ERMATIC® range as their preferred solution: from airports, docks
and tunnels to sewage, telecommunications and other utility
networks. With such a diverse range there is an ERMATIC®
solution available for all your needs. Specifiers, contractors and end
users choose the ERMATIC® range by EJ, because it is reliable,
durable and serviced by the most professional technical support
teams. Thanks to decades of experience our research and
collaboration give us the edge in creating the best infrastructure
solutions available - solutions that lead the industry, act as best-inclass benchmarks, and satisfy the most demanding customer
expectation.
EJ will continue to design and manufacture new and innovative
solutions to meet tomorrows networks.

ejco.com
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For over 125 years,
we have fostered
strong relationships
around the world.

Ingenuity and craft.
Integrity and heart.
With ingenuity and craft, we have shaped molten
iron into products that serve as the infrastructure of
neighbourhoods, villages and cities. With integrity
and heart, we have responded to our customers’
needs and expectations and built names for
ourselves: East Jordan Iron Works, Cavanagh,
Norinco, McCoy, and Havestock.
Our family heritage and legacy have been the
cornerstone of our journey and our inspiration to
grow.
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Shared commitment.
Common bond.

Global expertise.
Local understanding.

Our people:
our core strength.

We’ve been on parallel paths: committed
to creating the best infrastructure access
solutions for our customers—and backing
them with unparalleled customer care.
This commitment is our common bond. It
melts distance, cultures and language. It’s
what strengthens us as a company under
our new name EJ.

As a worldwide company, we excel at
serving our customers by leveraging our
global and local strengths. To ensure every
customer benefits from our global learning
we collaborate across departments.
From Design to Manufacture, Research
to Customer Care—from North America
to France, Australia to Ireland—we share
facts, data and developments across all
disciplines.

Along with our distributors and agents, we
take pride in what we do. We are honest
and genuinely committed to creating and
maintaining real, long-lasting relationships.
We work where you work, we live where
you live. We hire the right people, and
give them superior knowledge. It is our
employees’ world-class knowledge and
expertise that continues to keep us leading
in our globally competitive industry.

This expertise includes the intelligence we
gain through in-house research, on-road
testing,
and through participation in standards
committees around the world. Our
research and collaboration give us the
edge in creating the best infrastructure
solutions available—solutions that lead the
industry, act as best-in-class benchmarks,
and satisfy the most demanding customer
expectation.

We are fortunate to have a long history
of attracting and retaining outstanding
people. Our workforce is diverse,
knowledgeable and loyal and often
includes multiple generations from the
same family. Our passionate and dedicated
teams repeatedly earn recognition for their
high degree of professionalism.

Together, we are the world leader in the
design, manufacture and distribution of
access covers and gratings for water,
sewer, drainage, telecommunications and
utility networks.

Our distribution network, manufacturing
facilities, and highly developed
understanding of local cultures and
standards puts us in a perfect place to
back our solutions with knowledgeable
and responsive customer service. Our
modern, regional production capabilities
put inventories within quick reach of our
customers. The result: Our customers
have unrivalled access to innovations,
inventories and service in the field.
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We are making good things
happen.
Customer satisfaction.
Anticipating success.
Through the years, we’ve forged strong bonds with
our customers. As a company with strong roots in
family and heritage, it’s no wonder that we regard
our customers as part of our family as well. We call
it our customer connection and we continuously
strive to improve it by:
· customer satisfaction.
· anticipating success.
· furnishing product design support from conception
through installation
· providing onsite assistance by our engineers and
customer service personnel who know the local
standards
· Hosting seminars and technical demonstrations
· Providing engineers and architects with the
necessary tools (for example, drawings to aid the
specification process)
· communicating new product innovations and
additions to product lines
· delivering products quickly and smoothly
worldwide

We create exceptional
solutions.
Exceptional products.
Exceptional development.
We complement our extensive in-house knowledge
with third-party research and input from industry
experts. Our product designers use the latest
software to generate designs. We also ensure
that our products perform optimally through finite
element analysis, in-house tests on materials, and
load tests on product prototypes. We further verify
that our products stand up under today’s demands
through our on-road testing and research. Once
we are satisfied that our products will best meet
customer needs, we manufacture them in bestin-class facilities and distribute them in over 140
countries.
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Good neighbours.
Environmentally and socially responsible.
We are committed to global sustainability. We
strive to operate in compliance with environmental
legislation and approved codes of practice. We
are proactive in educating our employees about
environmental responsibility. We are shrinking our
carbon footprint reducing waste, recycling inputs
and using resources efficiently.
In doing so, we are good neighbours:
·our facilities and offices use processes and
controls that minimize the environmental impact
·our waste streams and by-products are channeled
to industries that recycle and reuse them
Castings by EJ are made from recycled materials,
with ferrous scrap metals as the primary
component. We take pride in the fact that each
day we recycle hundreds of tons of postconsumer
material into useful products. Our products have a
very long service life, and typically require little to
no maintenance. When no longer useful, many of
our products are 100 percent recyclable.
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Our legacy of continuous
improvement, innovation
and safety will extend far
into the future.

Customer-driven.
Constant innovation.
Personal safety for every EJ employee is imperative.
We incorporate safe practices into every process,
product and service we provide—from design and
manufacture, through distribution and end use.
Our highly trained and experienced in-house product
development teams will provide the optimum
solutions to solve our customers’ challenges. We will
continue to explore the use of alternative materials
for special application areas.
With the combined strengths of the EJ global
network, no other company matches our:
· customer care
· inventory levels
· product range
· certified quality
· technical expertise
· product development
· manufacturing capacity

Customized casting.
Optimum performance.
We allow customers to customise many of our
products with permanent messages and images.
Our products are designed to provide optimum
performance.
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As a family-owned
business,
we take
personal pride
in our ongoing
success.
Great things to come...
Our commitment to you is that we will continue to
create ingenious customer-oriented solutions that
improve people’s lives. We will do that in ways that
are smarter, greener and safer than ever before.
We look forward to working with you.
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We are EJ

Customer- driven. Constant innovation.

Research and development.

Environmentally and socially responsible

We are a family run business centered
around delivering customer satisfaction.
We do not consider ourselves as simply
manufacturers of product, we are solution
providers.
We pride ourselves on our after sales
support and we have supported our clients
in a host of ways from installation guidance
to after sales training on products for
maintenance purposes.
Additionally on major projects such as
airports, ports and exhibition halls, our
Design Engineers will visit you on-site to
discuss your project requirements and
assess and offer the most cost effective
solution.

EJ has an unprecedented research and
design team, with over 16 Design
Engineers. Our product designers are
specialised and focussing on their
designated markets: telecom, municipal or
special products. We can provide finite
element analysis on existing products and
also potential new designs. We are
renowned globally for achieving design
solutions for some of the most challenging
of projects and we design and manufacture
on average 60 new products a year, at
least, 1 new product each and every week.

EJ is committed to providing a safe and
healthy work environment for all our
employees. Employees follow all safety
rules and work proactively to reduce the
risk of injury to themselves and their
colleagues. No task is so important hat it
needs to be preformed in an unsafe
manner. We strive to operate in
compliance with environmental legislation
and approved codes of practice. We are
proactive in educating our employees
about environmental responsibility.
We are shrinking our carbon footprint
reducing waste, recycling inputs and using
resources efficiently. All EJ facilities
worldwide strive for continuous
environmental improvement and use
production processes and controls that
minimize the impact to the environment.
We work to achieve long-standing
partnerships with our supply chain and our
customers. Our worldwide experiences are
shared across our businesses ensuring we
achieve best practice in our service and as
a product provider.
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Our iron foundry and distribution centre is located in Picardie, France. Employing 600 people with a 100,000 tonnes capacity.
42 hectares (over 100 acres). We are ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001 certified for: quality, management, environment and
health and safety.

Located in Ardennes, France, our fabrication facility contains the
most advanced technology in Europe such as plasma cutting &
welding robots, and provides high volume capacity as well as
tailor made solutions to the marketplace. Management system
certification includes ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001 for
quality management, environment, health and safety.

ejco.com

Located in Birr, Ireland with both a foundry manufacturing ductile
iron castings and a fabricated steel facility. Management system
certification includes ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001
for quality management, environment, health and safety.
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Quality, Safety, Environment
Quality assurance

Safety first

Environmental responsibility

ISO 9001 standard
The group's strategy is to become a
worldwide leader in its field.
As a consequence, the group has a
strategy of internal growth and external
development which is based upon the
capacities and means in our production
facilities, particularly our Picardie Foundry.
The Picardie Foundry has introduced an
ISO 9001-certified Quality Management
System covering the design, manufacturing
and sales of component parts or complete
fittings in SG cast iron (ISO 1083 and EN
1563).
This Quality Management System:
· places the client at the centre of
Picardie Foundry's thoughts, assuring
that their requirements and levels of
satisfaction
are fully met
· aims to constantly improve the
performance and efficiency of the
business
· is based on the principle of continual
improvement.

BS OHSAS 18001 standard
Well aware of our responsibilities, we have
made industrial safety our top priority.
The health and safety of the men and
women on our production sites is an
essential and of paramount importance
within the group.
It is our responsibility to reduce the risks
inherent in our activities to an absolute
minimum and to continue to give absolute
priority to the safety of the men and
women on our sites.
With this in mind we are looking for
excellence in the installation of our
equipment, in the organisation of our
work and in the continual training of our
personnel.

ISO 14001 standard
We take great pride in the fact that each
day we recycle hundreds of tons of
post-consumer material into new useful
products. Many of our worldwide facilities
operate environmental management
systems that are certified to the standards
set down in the international standard
ISO1400. As a global enterprise we are
able to control and manage the life cycle of
our products from cradle to grave. This
lifecycle management gives us a unique
advantage of being able to address
environmental concerns at every step of
development. Our products have an
enduring service life, and typically require
little to no maintenance once they are
installed in the field. EJ is determined to
improve upon the environmental legacy
that has guided it throughout its history.
Our customers demand that we continue
to be good stewards of the environment
and be good partners in the community. EJ
proudly accepts this responsibility and is
committed to delivering the unparalled
environmental leadership they deserve.
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No task is so important that it needs to be
performed in an unsafe manner.
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ERMATIC® range
The modular solution

Ermatic® is a comprehensive and highly specified range of
access covers for a wide variety of underground services.
· Sewerage: inspection pits for sludge chambers, access shafts
for large plants, etc.
· Telecommunications: cable jointing chambers, etc.
· Electricity: lighting, signals, transformer pits, cable joint boxes,
etc.
In the following environments:
· Airports and ports
· Railways
· Tunnels
· Power stations
· Water treatment and purification plants
· Manufacturing plants
· Industries
· Exhibition centres, leisure parks, stadiums, etc.
Ermatic® products assure protection against damage, debris
or aggressive chemicals, and allow designers to conceal
underground services, maximising productive use of the
unobstructed surface.
Environment, security, ergonomics, the Ermatic® range
benefits from the advanced technology of EJ :
· aesthetics of the project is enhanced: the covers can be
recessed to receive a similar material to the surround,
· rapid and easy access for maintenance and the network
deployment,
· security reinforced by the strength and stability of the covers.

1/2/3 covers unit

continuous duct cover

Modular construction
The use of modular elements gives a vast range of sizes.
Frame elements (side frames and end plates) are assembled
using bolts and aluminium joints to provide linear openings for
even the longest ducts.
Above clear opening spans of 1200 mm, Ermatic® units use
removable beams supported in boxes which are fixed to the
frames. This allows the construction of units to suit the largest
openings.

cover with removable beams
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ERMATIC® range
Covers and frames conformity

EN 124 Standard

Ermatic

Determines the following characteristics of covers and frames:

· All Ermatic® covers are designed to meet all the requirements
of the EN124:1994 standard.

· The material used for the manufacture of covers
· The testing regime: test loads and permanent set limits
· The minimum requirement for the quality system (at least
equivalent to ISO 9002)
· The clear identification of the required third party certification
body on the products.

· All Ermatic® covers are manufactured from ductile iron
according to ISO 1083 and EN 1563.
· All solid top covers and recessed B125/C250/D400/E600
covers are tested in the as-cast condition and meet all the test
criteria of the EN124 standard.
ER9R recessed covers and ER6R...120 meet the resistance
characteristics when filled with concrete (in compliance with
the EN124 standard and our recommendations - refer to our
technical file at the end of this Ermatic® section).
· Loading and conformity certificates in accordance with the
requirements of EN124
· The dimensions of removable beams in multiple units are
derived from the following French specifications:
·
·
·
·
·

Ermatic B125:
Loading 500 daN/m2
Ermatic C250:
CCTG volume 61 - clause 2
Ermatic D400:
CCTG volume 61 - clause 2
Ermatic E600/F900:
ADP and STBA
Upon request, we can supply Eurocode 3 part 2 compliant
beams.
· The design and manufacture of Ermatic covers is undertaken
within one facility operating a quality system certified by third
party to ISO 9001.

The EN124 standard is limited to covers with a clear opening
dimension ≤1000 mm.
Consequently, units above this dimension, particularly those that
use removable beams, are outside the scope of EN124.
However, some 1,2 and 3 part solid top units, from which
multiples are constructed, carry third party certification to conform
with the requirements of EN124 (please consult us for further
information).
Products characteristics are dependent upon correct installation in accordance with the recommendations as seen in our
technical file at the end of this Ermatic section.
Drawings, photos and weights are given as an indication without any contractual value. Our policy is one of continuous
improvement, we reserve the right to modify product specifications without prior notice.

ejco.com
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· The principles of construction:
frame depth, depth of insertion, seatings, surface condition
etc.
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ERMATIC® range
Covers and frames conformity:
conformity place of installation

The EN124 standard introduced the idea of groups and minimum class, depending on the place of installation

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Group 4

Group 5

Group 6

CLASS A15
MINIMUM

CLASS B125
MINIMUM

CLASS C250
MINIMUM

CLASS D400
MINIMUM

CLASS E600
MINIMUM

CLASSE F900

Group 1
(class A 15 minimum)
Design load: 15 kN
Area of installation:
Areas which can only be
used by pedestrians and
pedal cyclists.

Group 2
(class B125 minimum)
Design load: 125 kN
Area of installation:
Footways, pedestrian
areas and comparable
areas, car parks or car
parking decks.

Group 3
(class C250 minimum)
Design load: 250 kN
Area of installation:
For gully tops installed in
the area of kerbside
channels of roads which
when measured from the
kerb edge, extend a
maximum of 0.5 m into
the carriageway and a
maximum of 0.2 m into
the footway.

Group 4
(class D400 minimum)
Design load: 400 kN
Area of installation:
Carriageways of roads
(including pedestrian
streets), hard shoulders
and parking areas for all
types of road vehicles.

Group 5
(class E600 minimum)
Design load: 600 kN
Area of installation:
Areas imposing high
wheel loads e.g. docks,
aircraft pavements.

Group 6
(class F900 minimum)
Design load: 900 kN
Area of installation: Areas
imposing particularly high
wheel loads e.g. docks,
aircraft pavements.

Recommended Ermatic

ERMATIC B125

Area of installation:
Group 2 and lower.

ERMATIC C250

Area of installation:
Group 3 and lower.

ERMATIC D400

Area of installation:
Group 4 and lower.

ERMATIC E600

Area of installation:
Group 5 and lower.

ERMATIC F900

Area of installation:
Group 6 and lower.

The selection of the appropriate class is the network designer's responsibility. Where there is a doubt, the higher class
should be used.
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ERMATIC® range
Special features: stability · sealing · ribs under the cover · adjusting bolts ·
locking of covers
Stability with machined contact faces
The horizontal and vertical faces of the cover and frame are
machined to give metal-to-metal contact between the seating
faces, within a tolerance of 0.2 mm.
When correctly installed, Ermatic products are non-rocking, silent
under traffic and prevent the ingress of dust and debris. In addition,
the unit will have virtually no lateral movement.
Machined seating protection with ribs extending at the
underside of the cover
To protect the machined seatings, the reinforcing ribs are deeper
than the cover. This also prevents any greased surfaces coming into
contact with the floor (except for some B125 recessed covers).

Ermatic range - Introduction

Sealing for water and odour resistance
The addition of a film of grease to the machined contact faces of
the cover and frame renders the Ermatic cover water resistant
under normal rainwater conditions.

Always levelled with adjusting bolts on the side frame
In order to facilitate the levelling of Ermatic systems, adjusting bolts
can be provided with the products. These bolts will allow, where
necessary, a perfect adjustment to the final level and correct any
possible defects of the civil work.

Network protection with cover security locking
In order to secure the network, you can specify a standard or
enhanced security bolting system.
D400: we provide as standard a CHC bolting system to help
during installation. For E600 and F900 products locking is
recommended for the same reasons.

Standard locking VCHC
· Standard head

Security locking VOTC
· OTC head
· Reversed threading

ejco.com
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ERMATIC® range
Special features:
· anti-skid surface tops available (solid top, concrete and paving infill)
· covers with removable plug
Types of surface finish available
Designed for a wide range of applications, the Ermatic range offers
a choice of covers to suit every specification of performance and/or
appearance.

Solid top cover with uniform anti-slip surface
This cover offers unequaled performance whilst being lighter
than recessed covers of a comparable size when filled with
concrete. Installation costs are reduced and the performance is not
influenced by the quality of the concrete infill.

Cover recessed for concrete infill
In classes B125 and C250, the ribs are positioned below the
surface of the cover to permit the installation of thin paving.
This type of cover is particularly suited to large openings where
aesthetic considerations are a priority.
The concrete infill is undertaken in accordance with the
requirements of EN124 and with EJ specifications detailed in this
brochure (see our technical file).

Other types
Small element paving
Covers recessed for small element paving for pedestrian areas

Central removable plug
Cover with central removable plug.
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ERMATIC® range
New: PREMARK® Anti-Skid coating to prevent vulnerable road users from
slipping

Ermatic range - Introduction

Solid top cover with Premark®, anti-skid coating
PREMARK® Anti-Skid is a preformed thermoplastic marking
with high skid resistance.
PREMARK® Anti-Skid is useful as cast iron cover marking,
where high skid resistance is needed to secure friction and
anti-slippery surface to prevent the vulnerable road users from
slipping.
The surface material of PREMARK® Anti-Skid contains a high
density of transparent glass grains, which are tumbled to avoid
sharp glass ones.
During installation, the glass grains sink into the cast iron cover
marking, so the surface gets a high level of friction.

before PREMARK® Anti-Skid application

after PREMARK® Anti-Skid application

Material information
· Preformed thermoplastic type NR with anti-skid glass
aggregates
· Conforms to EN 1436, class S5 (skid resistance SRT ≥ 0.65)
· Available in a choice of colors
· Please enquire for more details

ejco.com
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ERMATIC® range
Hinged and assisted opening on the covers

Hinged and assisted opening system on the covers
All solid top Ermatic covers (from Class B125 to class F900) are
available with a hinge and assistance opening system.
Please enquire.
Note: for duct and beam multiple covers, a technical assistance is
provided on site.

Options
Where appropriate: choice of coil spring or gas struts (standard or stainless steel)
Please consult us for more details.

Operation
Opening of hinged covers
Hinged covers always open in sequence
as marked on the covers.
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ERMATIC® range
Handling with ease

Handling with ease
Covers slide in and out of the frame along greased, machined
seatings, providing a metal to metal with little friction and requiring
no vertical lift.
Ermatic key
· Ergonomically designed to provide the lowest effort thanks to
the leverage effect.
· Fitted with jacking bolts to break the seal.

jacking bolt

Ermatic range - Introduction

blocking bolt

Universal keyways
For use with many different types of
common lifting keys.
Fitted with polyethylene blanking plugs to
prevent the entry of debris or concrete.

ejco.com
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ERMATIC® range
Selection guide

In order to select the correct
Ermatic covers
it is necessary to consider
· The required surface condition of
the covers:
recessed or solid top.
· Loading classes and their
application
· The characteristics of the
chamber or duct to be
covered,
· The safety for personnel and
equipments (locking, safety
grids, etc.)
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1/2/3 part covers
To cover chambers with clear opening (axb)
up to 3040 mm in length x 1200 mm in
width
A1

Introduction
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Ermatic B125
A2
Recessed covers for concrete infill
A4
Covers with anti·slip surface

0m

m

cle
Ermatic C250
A6
Recessed covers for concrete infill
A8
Covers with anti·slip surface

up

Ermatic D400
A10
Recessed covers for concrete infill
A12
Covers with anti·slip surface
Ermatic E600
A14
Recessed covers for concrete infill
A16
Covers with anti·slip surface

clear opening
axb

Ermatic F900
A18
A20
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Recessed covers for concrete infill
Covers with anti·slip surface
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ERMATIC® range
Selection guide

Continuous duct covers
To cover ducts with clear opening (b) lower
than 1200 mm
B2

Introduction

Ermatic B125
B4
Recessed covers for concrete infill
B6
Covers with anti·slip surface
Ermatic C250
B8
Recessed covers for concrete infill
B10
Covers with anti·slip surface

Ermatic E600
B16
Recessed covers for concrete infill
B18
Covers with anti·slip surface
Ermatic F900
B20
Recessed covers for concrete infill
B22
Covers with anti·slip surface
Multiple covers with removable beams
To cover large chambers with clear opening
(axb) larger than 1200x1200 mm and up to
3660x5180mm
C2

Introduction

Ermatic B125
C4
Recessed covers for concrete infill
C6
Covers with anti·slip surface
Ermatic C250
C8
Recessed covers for concrete infill
C10
Covers with anti·slip surface
Ermatic D400
C12
Recessed covers for concrete infill
C14
Covers with anti·slip surface
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Ermatic E600
C16
Recessed covers for concrete infill
C18
Covers with anti·slip surface
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Ermatic F900
C20
Recessed covers for concrete infill
C22
Covers with anti·slip surface
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Ermatic D400
B12
Recessed covers for concrete infill
B14
Covers with anti·slip surface
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ERMATIC®
Site References

Country

Place of installation

Network type

Project

Barhain

Housing Project

Water Supply

Salmabad Electricity & Water

Canada

Airport

Sewage

Montreal Airport

Industry

Electricity/Signals

Liebherr in Colmar

Exhibition Hall

Various

Louvre Museum technical gallery

Railway

Water Conveyance

Sncf

Tramway

Various

Tunnel / Technical Area

Various

Municipal Casting

Water Supply

Germany

Port

Telecom & Cables

Hamburg Port

Italy

Airport

Various

Palermo Airport

Municipal Casting

Water Supply

Verona

Municipal Casting

Various

Dal Molin Military Base

Municipal Casting

Various

Dal Molin Military Base

Municipal Casting

Various

Rimini Hospital

Municipal Casting

Street Furniture

Milan Metro Station

Municipal Casting

Street Furniture

Venice "Arsenale"

Municipal Casting

Street Furniture

Venice "Arsenale"

Saudi Arabia

Airport

Sewage

Jeddah Airport

Spain

Industry

Various

Ikea Store

Port

Electricity/Signals

Valence Port

Municipal Casting

Sewage

Municipal Casting

Sewage

Tenerife Water Department

Municipal Casting

Various

Tenerife Water Department

Municipal Casting

Various

Tenerife Water Department

Airport

Telecom / Fiber/Cable

Zürich Airport

Tunnel Technical Area

Electricity/Signals

Gottard Railway Tunnel

Airport

Sewage

Dubai Airport

Infrastructure Networks

Various

Al Sowwah Island

France

Port

Switzeland

UAE

UK

26

Violey Tunnel

Airport

Sewage

Manchester Airport Runway II

Industry

Sewage

Northumbrian Water

Industry

Sewage

Birmingham

Industry

Telecom / Fiber/Cable

New BBC Headquarters

Industry

Telecom / Fiber/Cable

Canary Wharf

Tunnel Technical Area

Electricity/Signals

Channel Tunnel

TV / Cinema Studios

Electricity/Signals

Salford Media City

Tunnel Technical Area

Sewage

Severn Trent Water
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Ermatic® range
1/2/3 parts covers
Ermatic B125
A2
A4

Recessed covers for concrete infill
Covers with anti·slip surface

Ermatic range - 1/2/3 part covers

Ermatic® range and other modular solutions 2013

Ermatic®
1/2/3 parts covers

Ermatic C250
A6
A8

Recessed covers for concrete infill
Covers with anti·slip surface

Ermatic D400
A10
A12

Recessed covers for concrete infill
Covers with anti·slip surface

Ermatic E600
A14
A16

Recessed covers for concrete infill
Covers with anti·slip surface

Ermatic F900
A18
A20

Recessed covers for concrete infill
Covers with anti·slip surface

The Ermatic range is designed to cover access and inspection chambers for a wide variety
of underground services. The range consists of standard units made up of one, two or
three covers within a frame. This section covers a wide variety of clear opening sizes from
300 x 300 mm up to 3040 x 1200 mm. Cover types include recessed for concrete infill,
recessed for block paving and solid top with anti·slip surface, in all loading classes
from B125 to F900.
Options for larger dimension openings include:
· Duct covers
· Covers suitable for the removal of large items of plant or machinery
Please refer to the Duct Covers and Beamed Multiple Covers sections.

ejco.com

A1

Ermatic® range and other modular solutions 2013

1/2/3 part covers recessed for concrete infill
B125

recommended rebate
cover opening direction
100

100

200

200

100

200

b

200

100

a

Reinforcing webs 25 mm below upper surface

80

50

60

100
Dimensions in mm
Cover recessed for filling with 40 MPA concrete
See recommendations on p. D8
b

A2

ejco.com

Ermatic® range and other modular solutions 2013

1/2/3 part covers recessed for concrete infill
B125

Specification
· ERMATIC B125 access Cover and frame
· Cover recessed for concrete inﬁll
· Clear opening (a x b) in mm: reference ER2R (a x b) in cm
· Machined vertical and horizontal contact faces
· Ductile cast iron according to ISO 1083 and EN 1563.
· Quality assurance by third party certiﬁcation to ISO 9001
Options
∙ Locking by 4 stainless steel bolts
∙ Standard locking (VCHC)
∙ Security locking (VOTC)
∙ Level adjusting bolts (see detail on p.19)
∙ Safety grids (see detail on p.24)
Handling
∙ Pair of EM keys (weight 8 kg per pair) (see detail on p.23)
See handling details in the attached technical ﬁle.
Technical file (see section D1 to D10)
· Installation recommendations
· Rebate preparation
· Installation and shuttering
· Concrete inﬁll
· Operation of covers
· Maintenance
· Full technical speciﬁcation

Options

Handling key

CHC locking

Levelling bolts

Safety grids

OTC locking

ejco.com

clear opening
axb (mm)

overall frame
length x width x height
(mm)

750 x 300
1520 x 300
2290 x 300
450 x 450
600 x 450
900 x 450
920 x 450
1070 x 450
1220 x 450
1390 x 450
1520 x 450
1540 x 450
1820 x 450
1840 x 450
2140 x 450
2440 x 450
2740 x 450
600 x 600
750 x 600
900 x 600
1220 x 600
1370 x 600
1520 x 600
1670 x 600
1820 x 600
1840 x 600
1990 x 600
2140 x 600
2290 x 600
2440 x 600
2590 x 600
2740 x 600
600 x 750
750 x 750
1220 x 750
1370 x 750
1520 x 750
1840 x 750
1990 x 750
2140 x 750
2290 x 750
600 x 900
750 x 900
900 x 900
1220 x 900
1370 x 900
1520 x 900
1670 x 900
1820 x 900
1840 x 900
1990 x 900
2140 x 900
2290 x 900
500 x 1000
1020 x 1000
1540 x 1000
2060 x 1000

860 x 500 x 80
1630 x 500 x 80
2400 x 500 x 80
560 x 650 x 80
710 x 650 x 80
1010 x 650 x 80
1030 x 650 x 80
1180 x 650 x 80
1330 x 650 x 80
1500 x 650 x 80
1630 x 650 x 80
1650 x 650 x 80
1930 x 650 x 80
1950 x 650 x 80
2250 x 650 x 80
2550 x 650 x 80
2850 x 650 x 80
710 x 800 x 80
860 x 800 x 80
1010 x 800 x 80
1330 x 800 x 80
1480 x 800 x 80
1630 x 800 x 80
1780 x 800 x 80
1930 x 800 x 80
1950 x 800 x 80
2100 x 800 x 80
2250 x 800 x 80
2400 x 800 x 80
2550 x 800 x 80
2700 x 800 x 80
2850 x 800 x 80
710 x 950 x 80
860 x 950 x 80
1330 x 950 x 80
1480 x 950 x 80
1630 x 950 x 80
1950 x 950 x 80
2100 x 950 x 80
2250 x 950 x 80
2400 x 950 x 80
710 x 1100 x 80
860 x 1100 x 80
1010 x 1100 x 80
1330 x 1100 x 80
1480 x 1100 x 80
1630 x 1100 x 80
1780 x 1100 x 80
1930 x 1100 x 80
1950 x 1100 x 80
2100 x 1100 x 80
2250 x 1100 x 80
2400 x 1100 x 80
680 x 1200 x 80
1200 x 1200 x 80
1720 x 1200 x 80
2240 x 1200 x 80

number
of covers

reference

ER 2R 075 030
ER 2R 152 030
ER 2R 229 030
ER 2R 045 045
ER 2R 060 045
ER 2R 090 045
ER 2R 092 045
ER 2R 107 045
ER 2R 122 045
ER 2R 139 045
ER 2R 152 045
ER 2R 154 045
ER 2R 182 045
ER 2R 184 045
ER 2R 214 045
ER 2R 244 045
ER 2R 274 045
ER 2R 060 060
ER 2R 075 060
ER 2R 090 060
ER 2R 122 060
ER 2R 137 060
ER 2R 152 060
ER 2R 167 060
ER 2R 182 060
ER 2R 184 060
ER 2R 199 060
ER 2R 214 060
ER 2R 229 060
ER 2R 244 060
ER 2R 259 060
ER 2R 274 060
ER 2R 060 075
ER 2R 075 075
ER 2R 122 075
ER 2R 137 075
ER 2R 152 075
ER 2R 184 075
ER 2R 199 075
ER 2R 214 075
ER 2R 229 075
ER 2R 060 090
ER 2R 075 090
ER 2R 090 090
ER 2R 122 090
ER 2R 137 090
ER 2R 152 090
ER 2R 167 090
ER 2R 182 090
ER 2R 184 090
ER 2R 199 090
ER 2R 214 090
ER 2R 229 090
ER 2R 050 100
ER 2R 102 100
ER 2R 154 100
ER 2R 206 100

Ermatic range - 1/2/3 part covers

Area of installation
Footways, pedestrian areas and comparable areas,
car parks or car parking decks.
Group 2 and lower as per EN124.

A3

Ermatic® range and other modular solutions 2013

1/2/3 part covers with solid top anti·slip surface
B125

recommended rebate
cover opening direction
100

100

a

200

Option
· Hinge and assisted opening by strut
In order to reduce the lifting effort the covers can be provided
with hinges and in·built lift assist mechanism struts, see
details page 5

100

200

b

200

100

200

80

Dimensions in mm
Solid top anti-slip surface

A4

50

100

ejco.com
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Ermatic® range and other modular solutions 2013

1/2/3 part covers with solid top anti·slip surface
B125

Specification
· ERMATIC B125 Access Cover and frame
· Solid top cover with anti·slip surface
· Clear opening (a x b) in mm: reference ER2S (a x b) in cm
· Machined vertical and horizontal contact faces
· Ductile cast iron according to ISO 1083 and EN 1563
· Quality assurance by third party certiﬁcation to ISO 9001
Options
∙ Locking by 4 stainless steel bolts
∙ Standard locking (VCHC)
∙ Security locking (VOTC)
∙ Level adjusting bolts (see detail on p.19)
∙ Hinged covers (see detail on p.22)
∙ Safety grids (see detail on p.24)
∙ Premark® Anti-Skid coating (see detail on p.21)
Handling
∙ Pair of EM keys (weight 8 kg per pair) (see detail on p.23)
See handling details in the attached technical ﬁle.
Technical file (see section D1 to D10)
· Installation recommendations
· Rebate preparation
· Installation and shuttering
· Operation of covers
· Maintenance
· Full technical speciﬁcation

clear opening
axb (mm)

overall frame
length x width x height
(mm)

300 x 300
620 x 300
940 x 300
450 x 450
920 x 450
1390 x 450
600 x 600
750 x 600
1220 x 600
1520 x 600
1840 x 600
2290 x 600
750 x 750
1520 x 750
2290 x 750
600 x 900
750 x 900
900 x 900
1220 x 900
1370 x 900
1520 x 900
1670 x 900
1820 x 900
1840 x 900
1990 x 900
2140 x 900
2290 x 900
2440 x 900
2590 x 900
2740 x 900

410 x 500 x 80
730 x 500 x 80
1050 x 500 x 80
560 x 650 x 80
1030 x 650 x 80
1500 x 650 x 80
710 x 800 x 80
860 x 800 x 80
1330 x 800 x 80
1630 x 800 x 80
1950 x 800 x 80
2400 x 800 x 80
860 x 950 x 80
1630 x 950 x 80
2400 x 950 x 80
710 x 1100 x 80
860 x 1100 x 80
1010 x 1100 x 80
1330 x 1100 x 80
1480 x 1100 x 80
1630 x 1100 x 80
1780 x 1100 x 80
1930 x 1100 x 80
1950 x 1100 x 80
2100 x 1100 x 80
2250 x 1100 x 80
2400 x 1100 x 80
2550 x 1100 x 80
2700 x 1100 x 80
2850 x 1100 x 80

number
of covers

reference

ER2S 030 030
ER2S 062 030
ER2S 094 030
ER2S 045 045
ER2S 092 045
ER2S 139 045
ER2S 060 060
ER2S 075 060
ER2S 122 060
ER2S 152 060
ER2S 184 060
ER2S 229 060
ER2S 075 075
ER2S 152 075
ER2S 229 075
ER2S 060 090
ER2S 075 090
ER2S 090 090
ER2S 122 090
ER2S 137 090
ER2S 152 090
ER2S 167 090
ER2S 182 090
ER2S 184 090
ER2S 199 090
ER2S 214 090
ER2S 229 090
ER2S 244 090
ER2S 259 090
ER2S 274 090

Ermatic range - 1/2/3 part covers

Area of installation
Footways, pedestrian areas and comparable areas,
car parks or car parking decks.
Group 2 and lower as per EN124.

Options

Handling key

CHC locking

OTC locking

Levelling bolts

Safety grids

Premark®Anti-Skid

ejco.com
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1/2/3 part covers recessed for concrete infill
C250

Pavior infill cover

recommended rebate
cover opening direction
100

100

200

200

100

200

b

200

100

a

Reinforcing webs 25 mm below upper surface
80

50

135 max

100
Dimensions in mm
Cover recessed for filling with 40 MPA concrete
See recommendations on p. D8
b

A6
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1/2/3 part covers recessed for concrete infill
C250

Specification
· ERMATIC C250 Access Cover and frame
· Cover recessed for concrete inﬁll (or pavior inﬁll if applicable)
· Clear opening (a x b) in mm : reference ER3R (a x b) in cm
· Machined vertical and horizontal contact faces
· Ductile cast iron according to ISO 1083 and EN 1563.
· Quality assurance by third party certiﬁcation to ISO 9001
Options
∙ Locking by 4 stainless steel bolts
∙ Standard locking (VCHC)
∙ Security locking (VOTC)
∙ Level adjusting bolts (see detail on p.19)
∙ Safety grids (see detail on p.24)
Handling
∙ Pair of EM keys (weight 8 kg per pair) (see detail on p.23)
See handling details in the attached technical ﬁle.
Technical file (see section D1 to D10)
· Installation recommendations
· Rebate preparation
· Installation and shuttering
· Concrete inﬁll
· Operation of covers
· Maintenance
· Full technical speciﬁcation

Options

Handling key

CHC locking

OTC locking

clear opening
axb (mm)

overall frame dim.
length x width x height
(mm)

750 x 300
1520 x 300
2290 x 300
450 x 450
600 x 450
900 x 450
920 x 450
1070 x 450
1220 x 450
1390 x 450
1520 x 450
1540 x 450
1820 x 450
1840 x 450
2140 x 450
2440 x 450
2740 x 450
600 x 600
750 x 600
900 x 600
1220 x 600
1370 x 600
1520 x 600
1670 x 600
1820 x 600
1840 x 600
1990 x 600
2140 x 600
2290 x 600
2440 x 600
2590 x 600
2740 x 600
600 x 750
750 x 750
1220 x 750
1370 x 750
1520 x 750
1840 x 750
1990 x 750
2140 x 750
2290 x 750
600 x 900
750 x 900
900 x 900
1220 x 900
1370 x 900
1520 x 900
1670 x 900
1820 x 900
1840 x 900
1990 x 900
2140 x 900
2290 x 900
500 x 1000
1020 x 1000
1540 x 1000
2060 x 1000
750 x 1200
1520 x 1200
2290 x 1200

860 x 500 x 80
1630 x 500 x 80
2400 x 500 x 80
560 x 650 x 80
710 x 650 x 80
1010 x 650 x 80
1030 x 650 x 80
1180 x 650 x 80
1330 x 650 x 80
1500 x 650 x 80
1630 x 650 x 80
1650 x 650 x 80
1930 x 650 x 80
1950 x 650 x 80
2250 x 650 x 80
2550 x 650 x 80
2850 x 650 x 80
710 x 800 x 80
860 x 800 x 80
1010 x 800 x 80
1330 x 800 x 80
1480 x 800 x 80
1630 x 800 x 80
1780 x 800 x 80
1930 x 800 x 80
1950 x 800 x 80
2100 x 800 x 80
2250 x 800 x 80
2400 x 800 x 80
2550 x 800 x 80
2700 x 800 x 80
2850 x 800 x 80
710 x 950 x 80
860 x 950 x 80
1330 x 950 x 80
1480 x 950 x 80
1630 x 950 x 80
1950 x 950 x 80
2100 x 950 x 80
2250 x 950 x 80
2400 x 950 x 80
710 x 1100 x 80
860 x 1100 x 80
1010 x 1100 x 80
1330 x 1100 x 80
1480 x 1100 x 80
1630 x 1100 x 80
1780 x 1100 x 80
1930 x 1100 x 80
1950 x 1100 x 80
2100 x 1100 x 80
2250 x 1100 x 80
2400 x 1100 x 80
680 x 1200 x 80
1200 x 1200 x 80
1720 x 1200 x 80
2240 x 1200 x 80
930 x 1400 x 80
1700 x 1400 x 80
2470 x 1400 x 80

number
reference
of covers

ER 3R 075 030
ER 3R 152 030
ER 3R 229 030
ER 3R 045 045
ER 3R 060 045
ER 3R 090 045
ER 3R 092 045
ER 3R 107 045
ER 3R 122 045
ER 3R 139 045
ER 3R 152 045
ER 3R 154 045
ER 3R 182 045
ER 3R 184 045
ER 3R 214 045
ER 3R 244 045
ER 3R 274 045
ER 3R 060 060
ER 3R 075 060
ER 3R 090 060
ER 3R 122 060
ER 3R 137 060
ER 3R 152 060
ER 3R 167 060
ER 3R 182 060
ER 3R 184 060
ER 3R 199 060
ER 3R 214 060
ER 3R 229 060
ER 3R 244 060
ER 3R 259 060
ER 3R 274 060
ER 3R 060 075
ER 3R 075 075
ER 3R 122 075
ER 3R 137 075
ER 3R 152 075
ER 3R 184 075
ER 3R 199 075
ER 3R 214 075
ER 3R 229 075
ER 3R 060 090
ER 3R 075 090
ER 3R 090 090
ER 3R 122 090
ER 3R 137 090
ER 3R 152 090
ER 3R 167 090
ER 3R 182 090
ER 3R 184 090
ER 3R 199 090
ER 3R 214 090
ER 3R 229 090
ER 3R 050 100
ER 3R 102 100
ER 3R 154 100
ER 3R 206 100
ER 3R 075 120
ER 3R 152 120
ER 3R 229 120

Ermatic range - 1/2/3 part covers

Area of installation
Parking and yard areas for all types of road vehicles,
forecourts and service areas.
Group 3 and lower as per EN124

recessed for block paving
(allows the insertion of small element paving ·max height 100 mm)
Levelling bolts

600 x 600
1220 x 600
1840 x 600

Safety grids

ejco.com

710 x 800 x 80
1330 x 800 x 80
1950 x 800 x 80

ER3P 060 060
ER3P 122 060
ER3P 184 060

A7
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1/2/3 part covers with solid top anti·slip surface
C250

Removable plug cover

recommended rebate
cover opening direction
100

100

a

200

100

200

b

200

100

200

80

Dimensions in mm
Solid top anti-slip surface

A8

110 max

100

ejco.com
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Ermatic® range and other modular solutions 2013

1/2/3 part covers with solid top anti·slip surface
C250

Specification
· ERMATIC C250 Access Cover and frame
· Solid to cover with anti·slip surface
· Clear opening (a x b) in mm reference ER3S (a x b) in cm
· Machined vertical and horizontal contact faces
· Ductile cast iron according to ISO 1083 and EN 1563
· Quality assurance by third party certiﬁcation to ISO 9001
Options
∙ Locking by 4 stainless steel bolts
∙ Standard locking (VCHC)
∙ Security locking (VOTC)
∙ Level adjusting bolts (see detail on p.19)
∙ Hinged covers (see detail on p.22)
∙ Safety grids (see detail on p.24)
∙ Premark® Anti-Skid coating (see detail on p.21)
Handling
∙ Pair of EM keys (weight 8 kg per pair) (see detail on p.23)
See handling details in the attached technical ﬁle.

clear opening
axb (mm)

overall frame dim.
length x width x height
(mm)

300 x 300
620 x 300
940 x 300
450 x 450
920 x 450
1390 x 450
600 x 600
1220 x 600
1840 x 600
750 x 750
1520 x 750
2290 x 750
600 x 900
750 x 900
900 x 900
1220 x 900
1370 x 900
1520 x 900
1670 x 900
1820 x 900
1840 x 900
1990 x 900
2140 x 900
2290 x 900
2440 x 900
2590 x 900
2740 x 900

410 x 500 x 80
730 x 500 x 80
1050 x 500 x 80
560 x 650 x 80
1030 x 650 x 80
1500 x 650 x 80
710 x 800 x 80
1330 x 800 x 80
1950 x 800 x 80
860 x 950 x 80
1630 x 950 x 80
2400 x 950 x 80
710 x 1100 x 80
860 x 1100 x 80
1010 x 1100 x 80
1330 x 1100 x 80
1480 x 1100 x 80
1630 x 1100 x 80
1780 x 1100 x 80
1930 x 1100 x 80
1950 x 1100 x 80
2100 x 1100 x 80
2250 x 1100 x 80
2400 x 1100 x 80
2550 x 1100 x 80
2700 x 1100 x 80
2850 x 1100 x 80

number
of covers

reference

ER3S 030 030
ER3S 062 030
ER3S 094 030
ER3S 045 045
ER3S 092 045
ER3S 139 045
ER3S 060 060
ER3S 122 060
ER3S 184 060
ER3S 075 075
ER3S 152 075
ER3S 229 075
ER3S 060 090
ER3S 075 090
ER3S 090 090
ER3S 122 090
ER3S 137 090
ER3S 152 090
ER3S 167 090
ER3S 182 090
ER3S 184 090
ER3S 199 090
ER3S 214 090
ER3S 229 090
ER3S 244 090
ER3S 259 090
ER3S 274 090

Ermatic range - 1/2/3 part covers

Area of installation
Parking and yard areas for all types of road vehicles,
forecourts and service areas.
Group 3 and lower as per EN124

Technical file (see section D1 to D10)
· Installation recommendations
· Rebate preparation
· Installation and shuttering
· Operation of covers
· Maintenance
· Full technical speciﬁcation

Options

Optional: Cover with removable plug
250 mm diameter clear opening positioned centrally in the cover)

600 x 600
1220 x 600
1840 x 600
900 x 900
1820 x 900
2740 x 900

710 x 800 x 80
1330 x 800 x 80
1950 x 800 x 80
1010 x 1100 x 80
1930 x 1100 x 80
2850 x 1100 x 80

ER3T 060 060
ER3T 122 060
ER3T 184 060
ER3T 090 090
ER3T 182 090
ER3T 274 090

1 removable plug per unit unless speciﬁcally requested
Handling key

CHC locking

OTC locking

Levelling bolts

Safety grids

Premark®Anti-Skid

ejco.com
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1/2/3 part covers recessed for concrete infill
D400

recommended rebate

cover opening direction

170

170

a

250

170

250

b

250

170

250

80 180 max

150
Dimensions in mm
Cover recessed for filling with 40 MPA concrete
See recommendations on p. D8

A10

110
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1/2/3 part covers recessed for concrete infill
D400

Specification
· ERMATIC D400 Access Cover and frame
· Cover recessed for concrete inﬁll
· Clear opening (a x b) in mm:
reference ER5R (a x b) in cm, 150mm deep frame
reference ER4R (a x b) in cm, 125mm deep frame
· Machined vertical and horizontal contact faces
· Ductile cast iron according to ISO 1083 and EN 1563
· Quality assurance by third party, certiﬁcation to ISO 9001
Locking
∙ By 4 stainless steel bolts
∙ Standard locking (VCHC)
Options
∙ Security locking (VOTC)
∙ Level adjusting bolts (see detail on p.19)
∙ Safety grids (see detail on p.24)
Handling
∙ Pair of EM keys (weight 8 kg per pair) (see detail on p.23)
See handling details in the attached technical ﬁle.
Technical file (see section D1 to D10)
· Installation recommendations
· Rebate preparation
· Installation and shuttering
· Concrete inﬁll
· Operation of covers
· Maintenance
· Full technical speciﬁcation

clear opening
axb (mm)

overall frame dim.
length x width x height
(mm)

number
of covers

600 x 600
770 x 820 x 150
750 x 600
920 x 820 x 150
1220 x 600
1390 x 820 x 150
1370 x 600
1540 x 820 x 150
1520 x 600
1690 x 820 x 150
1840 x 600
2010 x 820 x 150
1990 x 600
2160 x 820 x 150
2140 x 600
2310 x 820 x 150
2290 x 600
2460 x 820 x 150
600 x 750
770 x 970 x 150
920 x 970 x 125
750 x 750*
1220 x 750
1390 x 970 x 150
1370 x 750
1540 x 970 x 150
1520 x 750* 1690 x 970 x 125
1840 x 750
2010 x 970 x 150
1990 x 750
2160 x 970 x 150
2140 x 750
2310 x 970 x 150
2290 x 750* 2460 x 970 x 125
800 x 800*
970 x 980 x 125
1620 x 800* 1790 x 980 x 125
2440 x 800* 2610 x 980 x 125
600 x 900
770 x 1120 x 150
750 x 900
920 x 1120 x 150
1070 x 1080 x 125
900 X 900*
1220 x 900
1390 x 1120 x 150
1370 x 900
1540 x 1120 x 150
1520 x 900
1690 x 1120 x 150
1820 X 900* 1990 x 1080 x 125
1840 x 900
2010 x 1120 x 150
1990 x 900
2160 x 1120 x 150
2140 x 900
2310 x 1120 x 150
2290 x 900
2460 x 1120 x 150
2740 X 900* 2910 x 1080 x 125
500 x 1000
670 x 1220 x 150
1020 x 1000
1190 x 1220 x 150
1540 x 1000
1710 x 1220 x 150
2060 x 1000 2230 x 1220 x 150
750 x 1200* 950 x 1380 x 125
1520 x 1200* 1720 x 1380 x 125
2290 x 1200* 2490 x 1380 x 125
* Note:
· ER5R reference: 150mm deep frame
· ER4R reference: 125mm deep frame

reference
ER5R 060 060 VCHC
ER5R 075 060 VCHC
ER5R 122 060 VCHC
ER5R 137 060 VCHC
ER5R 152 060 VCHC
ER5R 184 060 VCHC
ER5R 199 060 VCHC
ER5R 214 060 VCHC
ER5R 229 060 VCHC
ER5R 060 075 VCHC
ER4R 075 075 VCHC
ER5R 122 075 VCHC
ER5R 137 075 VCHC
ER4R 152 075 VCHC
ER5R 184 075 VCHC
ER5R 199 075 VCHC
ER5R 214 075 VCHC
ER4R 229 075 VCHC
ER4R 080 080 VCHC
ER4R 162 080 VCHC
ER4R 244 080 VCHC
ER5R 060 090 VCHC
ER5R 075 090 VCHC
ER4R 090 090 VCHC
ER5R 122 090 VCHC
ER5R 137 090 VCHC
ER5R 152 090 VCHC
ER4R 182 090 VCHC
ER5R 184 090 VCHC
ER5R 199 090 VCHC
ER5R 214 090 VCHC
ER5R 229 090 VCHC
ER4R 274 090 VCHC
ER5R 050 100 VCHC
ER5R 102 100 VCHC
ER5R 154 100 VCHC
ER5R 206 100 VCHC
ER4R 075 120 VCHC
ER4R 152 120 VCHC
ER4R 229 120 VCHC

Options

Handling key

OTC locking

Levelling bolts

Safety grids

ejco.com
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Ermatic range - 1/2/3 part covers

Area of installation
Carriageways of roads (including pedestrian streets),
hard shoulders and parking areas for all types of road vehicles.
Group 4 and lower as per EN124

Ermatic® range and other modular solutions 2013

1/2/3 part covers with solid top anti·slip surface
D400

recommended rebate

cover opening direction

150

150

200

200

150

200

b

200

150

a

120 max

125
Dimensions in mm
Solid top anti-slip surface
90

A12
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1/2/3 part covers with solid top anti·slip surface
D400

Specification
· ERMATIC D400 Access Cover and frame
· Solid top covers with anti·slip surface
· Clear opening (a x b) in mm : reference ER4S (a x b) in cm
· Machined vertical and horizontal contact faces
· Ductile cast iron according to ISO 1083 and EN 1563
· Quality assurance by third party, certiﬁcation to ISO 9001
Locking
∙ By 4 stainless steel bolts
∙ Standard locking (VCHC)
Options
∙ Security locking (VOTC)
∙ Level adjusting bolts (see detail on p.19)
∙ Hinged and assisted opening by strut (see detail p.22)
∙ Safety grids (see detail on p.24)
∙ Premark® Anti-Skid coating (see detail on p.21)

clear opening
axb (mm)

overall frame dim.
length x width x height
(mm)

450 x 450
920 x 450
1390 x 450
600 x 600
1220 x 600
1940 x 600
750 x 750
1520 x 750
2290 x 750
800 x 800
1620 x 800
2440 x 800
600 x 900
900 x 900
1220 x 900
1520 x 900
1820 x 900
1840 x 900
2140 x 900
2440 x 900
2740 x 900
1000 x 1000
2020 x 1000
3040 x 1000

620 x 630 x 125
1090 x 630 x 125
1560 x 630 x 125
770 x 780 x 125
1390 x 780 x 125
2010 x 780 x 125
920 x 930 x 125
1690 x 930 x 125
2460 x 930 x 125
970 x 980 x 125
1790 x 980 x 125
2610 x 980 x 125
770 x 980 x 125
1070 x 980 x 125
1390 x 980 x 125
1690 x 980 x 125
1990 x 980 x 125
2010 x 980 x 125
2310 x 980 x 125
2610 x 980 x 125
2910 x 980 x 125
1170 x 1180 x 125
2190 x 1180 x 125
3210 x 1180 x 125

number reference
of covers

ER4S 045 045 VCHC
ER4S 092 045 VCHC
ER4S 139 045 VCHC
ER4S 060 060 VCHC
ER4S 122 060 VCHC
ER4S 184 060 VCHC
ER4S 075 075 VCHC
ER4S 152 075 VCHC
ER4S 229 075 VCHC
ER4S 080 080 VCHC
ER4S 162 080 VCHC
ER4S 244 080 VCHC
ER4S 060 090 VCHC
ER4S 090 090 VCHC
ER4S 122 090 VCHC
ER4S 152 090 VCHC
ER4S 182 090 VCHC
ER4S 184 090 VCHC
ER4S 214 090 VCHC
ER4S 244 090 VCHC
ER4S 274 090 VCHC
ER4S 100 100 VCHC
ER4S 202 100 VCHC
ER4S 304 100 VCHC

Handling
∙ Pair of EM keys (weight 8 kg per pair) (see detail on p.23)
See handling details in the attached technical ﬁle.
Technical file (see section D1 to D10)
· Installation recommendations
· Rebate preparation
· Installation and shuttering
· Operation of covers
· Maintenance
· Full technical speciﬁcation

Options

Handling key

CHC locking

OTC locking

Levelling bolts

Safety grids

Premark®Anti-Skid

ejco.com
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Ermatic range - 1/2/3 part covers

Area of installation
Carriageways of roads (including pedestrian streets),
hard shoulders and parking areas for all types of road vehicles.
Group 4 and lower as per EN124

Ermatic® range and other modular solutions 2013

1/2/3 part covers recessed for concrete infill
E600

recommended rebate

cover opening direction

170

170

250

250

170

250

b

250

170

a

80 180 max
150

Dimensions in mm
Cover recessed for filling with 40 MPA concrete
See recommendations on p. D8

110
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1/2/3 part covers recessed for concrete infill
E600

Specification
· ERMATIC E600 access cover and frame
· Cover recessed for concrete inﬁll
· Clear opening (a x b) in mm: reference ER6R (a x b) in cm
· Machined vertical and horizontal contact faces
· Ductile cast iron according to ISO 1083 and EN 1563
· Quality assurance by third party certiﬁcation to ISO 9001
Options
∙ Recommended: locking by 4 stainless steel bolts
∙ Standard locking (VCHC)
∙ Security locking (VOTC)
∙ Level adjusting bolts (see detail on p.19)
∙ Safety grids (see detail on p.24)
Handling
∙ Pair of EM keys (weight 8 kg per pair) (see detail on p.23)
See handling details in the attached technical ﬁle.
Technical file (see section D1 to D10)
· Installation recommendations
· Rebate preparation
· Installation and shuttering
· Concrete inﬁll
· Operation of covers
· Maintenance
· Full technical speciﬁcation

clear opening
axb (mm)

overall frame dim.
length x width x height
(mm)

600 x 600
750 x 600
1220 x 600
1370 x 600
1520 x 600
1840 x 600
1990 x 600
2140 x 600
2290 x 600
600 x 750
750 x 750*
1220 x 750
1370 x 750
1520 x 750*
1840 x 750
1990 x 750
2140 x 750
2290 x 750*
600 x 900
750 x 900
1220 x 900
1370 x 900
1520 x 900
1840 x 900
1990 x 900
2140 x 900
2290 x 900
500 x 1000
1020 x 1000
1540 x 1000
2060 x 1000
750 x 1200
1520 x 1200
2290 x 1200

770 x 820 x 150
920 x 820 x 150
1390 x 820 x 150
1540 x 820 x 150
1690 x 820 x 150
2010 x 820 x 150
2160 x 820 x 150
2310 x 820 x 150
2460 x 820 x 150
770 x 970 x 150
920 x 970 x 150
1390 x 970 x 150
1540 x 970 x 150
1690 x 970 x 150
2010 x 970 x 150
2160 x 970 x 150
2310 x 970 x 150
2460 x 970 x 150
770 x 1120 x 150
920 x 1120 x 150
1390 x 1120 x 150
1540 x 1120 x 150
1690 x 1120 x 150
2010 x 1120 x 150
2160 x 1120 x 150
2310 x 1120 x 150
2460 x 1120 x 150
670 x 1220 x 150
1190 x 1220 x 150
1710 x 1220 x 150
2230 x 1220 x 150
950 x 1380 x 150
1720 x 1380 x 150
2490 x 1380 x 150

number
of covers

reference

ER6R 060 060
ER6R 075 060
ER6R 122 060
ER6R 137 060
ER6R 152 060
ER6R 184 060
ER6R 199 060
ER6R 214 060
ER6R 229 060
ER6R 060 075
ER6R 075 075
ER6R 122 075
ER6R 137 075
ER6R 152 075
ER6R 184 075
ER6R 199 075
ER6R 214 075
ER6R 229 075
ER6R 060 090
ER6R 075 090
ER6R 122 090
ER6R 137 090
ER6R 152 090
ER6R 184 090
ER6R 199 090
ER6R 214 090
ER6R 229 090
ER6R 050 100
ER6R 102 100
ER6R 154 100
ER6R 206 100
ER6R 075 120
ER6R 152 120
ER6R 229 120

Ermatic range - 1/2/3 part covers

Area of installation
Areas imposing high wheel loads e.g. docks, aircraft
pavements.
Group 5 and lower as per EN124

Options

Handling key

CHC locking

Levelling bolts

Safety grids

OTC locking

ejco.com
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1/2/3 part covers with solid top anti·slip surface
E600

recommended rebate

cover opening direction

170

170

250

250

170

250

b

250

170

a

160 max

150
Dimensions in mm
Solid top anti-slip surface
110
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1/2/3 part covers with solid top anti·slip surface
E600

Specification
· ERMATIC E600 Access Cover and frame
· Solid top cover with anti-slip surface
· Clear opening (a x b) in mm: reference ER6S (a x b) in cm
· Machined vertical and horizontal contact faces
· Ductile cast iron according to ISO 1083 and EN 1563
· Quality assurance by third party certiﬁcation to ISO 9001
Options
∙ Recommended: locking by 4 stainless steel bolts
∙ Standard locking (VCHC)
∙ Security locking (VOTC)
∙ Level adjusting bolts (see detail on p.19)
∙ Hinged and assisted opening by strut
(see details on p.22)
∙ Safety grids (see detail on p.24)
∙ Premark® Anti-Skid coating (see detail on p.21)
Handling
∙ Pair of EM keys (weight 8 kg per pair) (see detail on p.23)
See handling details in the attached technical ﬁle.
Technical file (see section D1 to D10)
· Installation recommendations
· Rebate preparation
· Installation and shuttering
· Operation of covers
· Maintenance
· Full technical speciﬁcation

clear opening
axb (mm)

overall frame dim.
length x width x height
(mm)

600 x 600
750 x 600
1220 x 600
1370 x 600
1520 x 600
1840 x 600
1990 x 600
2140 x 600
2290 x 600
600 x 750
750 x 750
1220 x 750
1370 x 750
1520 x 750
1840 x 750
1990 x 750
2140 x 750
2290 x 750
600 x 900
750 x 900
900 x 900
1220 x 900
1370 x 900
1520 x 900
1670 x 900
1820 x 900
1840 x 900
1990 x 900
2140 x 900
2290 x 900
2440 x 900
2590 x 900
2740 x 900

770 x 820 x 150
920 x 820 x 150
1390 x 820 x 150
1540 x 820 x 150
1690x 820 x 150
2010 x 820 x 150
2160 x 820 x 150
2310 x 820 x 150
2460 x 820 x 150
770 x 970 x 150
920 x 970 x 150
1390 x 970 x 150
1540 x 970 x 150
1690 x 970 x 150
2010 x 970 x 150
2160 x 970 x 150
2310 x 970 x 150
2460 x 970 x 150
770 x 1120 x 150
920 x 1120 x 150
1070 x 1120 x 150
1390 x 1120 x 150
1540 x 1120 x 150
1690 x 1120 x 150
1840 x 1120 x 150
1990 x 1120 x 150
2010 x 1120 x 150
2160 x 1120 x 150
2310 x 1120 x 150
2460 x 1120 x 150
2610 x 1120 x 150
2760 x 1120 x 150
2910 x 1120 x 150

number
reference
of covers

ER6S 060 060
ER6S 075 060
ER6S 122 060
ER6S 137 060
ER6S 152 060
ER6S 184 060
ER6S 199 060
ER6S 214 060
ER6S 229 060
ER6S 060 075
ER6S 075 075
ER6S 122 075
ER6S 137 075
ER6S 152 075
ER6S 184 075
ER6S 199 075
ER6S 214 075
ER6S 229 075
ER6S 060 090
ER6S 075 090
ER6S 090 090
ER6S 122 090
ER6S 137 090
ER6S 152 090
ER6S 167 090
ER6S 182 090
ER6S 184 090
ER6S 199 090
ER6S 214 090
ER6S 229 090
ER6S 244 090
ER6S 259 090
ER6S 274 090

Ermatic range - 1/2/3 part covers

Area of installation
Areas imposing high wheel loads e.g. docks, aircraft pavements.
Group 5 and lower as per EN124

Options

Handling key

CHC locking

OTC locking

Levelling bolts

Safety grids

Premark®Anti-Skid

ejco.com
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1/2/3 part covers recessed for concrete infill
F900

recommended rebate

cover opening direction

170

170

250

250

170

250

b

250

170

a

80 180 max
150

Dimensions in mm
Cover recessed for filling with 40 MPA concrete
See recommendations on p. D8

110
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1/2/3 part covers recessed for concrete infill
F900

Specification
· ERMATIC F900 access cover and frame
· Cover recessed for concrete inﬁll
· Clear opening (a x b) in mm: reference ER9R (a x b) in cm
· Machined vertical and horizontal contact faces
· Ductile cast iron according to ISO 1083 and EN 1563
· Quality assurance by third party certiﬁcation to ISO 9001
Option
∙ Recommended: locking by 4 stainless steel bolts
∙ Standard locking (VCHC)
∙ Security locking (VOTC)
∙ Level adjusting bolts (see detail on p.19)
∙ Safety grids (see detail on p.24)
Handling
∙ Pair of EM keys (weight 8 kg per pair) (see detail on p.23)
See handling details in the attached technical ﬁle.
Technical file (see section D1 to D10)
· Installation recommendations
· Rebate preparation
· Installation and shuttering
· Concrete inﬁll
· Operation of covers
· Maintenance
· Full technical speciﬁcation

clear opening
axb (mm)

overall frame dim.
length x width x height
(mm)

600 x 600
750 x 600
1220 x 600
1370 x 600
1520 x 600
1840 x 600
1990 x 600
2140 x 600
2290 x 600
600 x 750
750 x 750
1220 x 750
1370 x 750
1520 x 750
1840 x 750
1990 x 750
2140 x 750
2290 x 750
600 x 900
750 x 900
1220 x 900
1370 x 900
1520 x 900
1840 x 900
1990 x 900
2140 x 900
2290 x 900
500 x 1000
1020 x 1000
1540 x 1000
2060 x 1000

770 x 820 x 150
920 x 820 x 150
1390 x 820 x 150
1540 x 820 x 150
1690 x 820 x 150
2010 x 820 x 150
2160 x 820 x 150
2310 x 820 x 150
2460 x 820 x 150
770 x 970 x 150
920 x 970 x 150
1390 x 970 x 150
1540 x 970 x 150
1690 x 970 x 150
2010 x 970 x 150
2160 x 970 x 150
2310 x 970 x 150
2460 x 970 x 150
770 x 1120 x 150
920 x 1120 x 150
1390 x1120 x150
1540 x 1120 x 150
1690 x 1120 x 150
2010 x 1120 x 150
2160 x 1120 x 150
2310 x 1120 x 150
2460 x 1120 x 150
670 x 1220 x 150
1190 x 1220 x 150
1710 x 1220 x 150
2230 x 1220 x 150

number
reference
of covers

ER9R 060 060
ER9R 075 060
ER9R 122 060
ER9R 137 060
ER9R 152 060
ER9R 184 060
ER9R 199 060
ER9R 214 060
ER9R 229 060
ER9R 060 075
ER9R 075 075
ER9R 122 075
ER9R 137 075
ER9R 152 075
ER9R 184 075
ER9R 199 075
ER9R 214 075
ER9R 229 075
ER9R 060 090
ER9R 075 090
ER9R 122 090
ER9R 137 090
ER9R 152 090
ER9R 184 090
ER9R 199 090
ER9R 214 090
ER9R 229 090
ER9R 050 100
ER9R 102 100
ER9R 154 100
ER9R 206 100

Options

Handling key

CHC locking

Levelling bolts

Safety grids

OTC locking

ejco.com
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Ermatic range - 1/2/3 part covers

Area of installation
Areas imposing particularly high wheel loads e.g. docks,
aircraft pavements. Group 6 and lower as per EN124

Ermatic® range and other modular solutions 2013

1/2/3 part covers with solid top anti·slip surface
F900

recommended rebate

cover opening direction

170

170

250

250

170

250

b

250

170

a

160 max

150
Dimensions in mm
Solid top anti-slip surface
110
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1/2/3 part covers with solid top anti·slip surface
F900

Specification
· ERMATIC F900 access cover and frame
· Solid top cover with anti·slip surface
· Clear opening (a x b) in mm: reference ER9S (a x b) in cm
· Machined vertical and horizontal contact faces
· Ductile cast iron according to ISO 1083 and EN 1563
· Quality assurance by third party certiﬁcation to ISO 9001
Option
∙ Recommended: locking by 4 stainless steel bolts
∙ Standard locking (VCHC)
∙ Security locking (VOTC)
∙ Level adjusting bolts (see detail on p.19)
∙ Hinged and assisted opening by strut
(see detail on p.22)
∙ Safety grids (see detail on p.22)
∙ Premark® Anti-Skid coating (see detail on p.21)
Handling
∙ Pair of EM keys (weight 8 kg per pair) (see detail on p.23)
See handling details in the attached technical ﬁle.
Technical file (see section D1 to D10)
· Installation recommendations
· Rebate preparation
· Installation and shuttering
· Operation of covers
· Maintenance
· Full technical speciﬁcation

clear opening
axb (mm)

overall frame dim.
length x width x height
(mm)

600 x 600
750 x 600
1220 x 600
1370 x 600
1520 x 600
1840 x 600
1990 x 600
2140 x 600
2290 x 600
600 x 750
750 x 750
1220 x 750
1370 x 750
1520 x 750
1840 x 750
1990 x 750
2140 x 750
2290 x 750
600 x 900
750 x 900
900 x 900
1220 x 900
1370 x 900
1520 x 900
1670 x 900
1820 x 900
1840 x 900
1990 x 900
2140 x 900
2290 x 900
2440 x 900
2590 x 900
2740 x 900

770 x 820 x 150
920 x 820 x 150
1390 x 820 x 150
1540 x 820 x 150
1690x 820 x 150
2010 x 820 x 150
2160 x 820 x 150
2310 x 820 x 15
2460 x 820 x 150
770 x 970 x 150
920 x 970 x 150
1390 x 970 x 150
1540 x 970 x 150
1690 x 970 x 150
2010 x 970 x 150
2160 x 970 x 150
2310 x 970 x 150
2460 x 970 x 150
770 x 1120 x 150
920 x 1120 x 150
1070 x 1120 x 150
1390 x 1120 x 150
1540 x 1120 x 150
1690 x 1120 x 150
1840 x 1120 x 150
1990 x 1120 x 150
2010 x 1120 x 150
2160 x 1120 x 150
2310 x 1120 x 150
2460 x 1120 x 150
2610 x 1120 x 150
2760 x 1120 x 150
2910 x 1120 x 150

number
reference
of covers

ER9S 060 060
ER9S 075 060
ER9S 122 060
ER9S 137 060
ER9S 152 060
ER9S 184 060
ER9S 199 060
ER9S 214 060
ER9S 229 060
ER9S 060 075
ER9S 075 075
ER9S 122 075
ER9S 137 075
ER9S 152 075
ER9S 184 075
ER9S 199 075
ER9S 214 075
ER9S 229 075
ER9S 060 090
ER9S 075 090
ER9S 090 090
ER9S 122 090
ER9S 137 090
ER9S 152 090
ER9S 167 090
ER9S 182 090
ER9S 184 090
ER6S 199 090
ER9S 214 090
ER9S 229 090
ER9S 244 090
ER9S 259 090
ER9S 274 090

Ermatic range - 1/2/3 part covers

Area of installation
Areas imposing particularly high wheel loads e.g. docks,
aircraft pavements. Group 6 and lower as per EN124

Options

Unit with hinged fire hydrant cover

750 x 750
1520 x 750
2290 x 750

920 x 970 x 150
1690 x 970 x 150
2460 x 970 x 150

ER9T 075 075
ER9T 152 075
ER9T 229 075

The removable plug dimensions are 380 x 230mm
One removable plug per unit, unless speciﬁcally requested
Handling key

CHC locking

OTC locking

Levelling bolts

Safety grids

Premark®Anti-Skid

ejco.com
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Notes
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Ermatic® range
Continuous ducts covers

B2 -B3 Pre-sales technical assistance

B4
B6

Ermatic range - Continuous duct covers

Ermatic B125
Recessed covers for concrete inﬁll
Covers with anti·slip surface

Ermatic C250
B8
B10

Recessed covers for concrete inﬁll
Covers with anti·slip surface

Ermatic D400
B12
B14

Recessed covers for concrete inﬁll
Covers with anti·slip surface

Ermatic E600
B16
B18

Recessed covers for concrete inﬁll
Covers with anti·slip surface

Ermatic F900
B20
B22

ejco.com

Recessed covers for concrete inﬁll
Covers with anti·slip surface

B1

Ermatic® range and other modular solutions 2013

Access covers for continuous ducts

The Ermatic® range offers a vast choice of high performance covers designed for convenient and safe access to continuous ducts.
Used frequently in manufacturing facilities, ports and in exhibition halls for example, the covers allow for linear access to every type of
underground service (electricity, compressed air, gas, fuels etc.) Ermatic® covers are equally suited to ducts housing industrial machinery
such as conveyor belts etc.
Ermatic covers protect ducts against impact damage and the ingress of debris and aggressive chemicals. The range allows the continued
and unrestricted use of the surface when installed in trafficked or storage areas.
Regardless of the traffic conditions, Ermatic covers ensure:
· A quick access to chambers for inspection , maintenance or repairs
· Safety due to the strength and stability of the covers
· Improved aesthetics: covers with a recess for infill can be filled with the same
material as the surrounding surface to minimise visual impact.

Valencia Port in Spain

B2
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Pre-sales technical assistance

The tables and drawings on the following pages specify covers
and frames by loading class and type:
· The width of available clear openings from 300mm to 1200mm.
· The method of calculating the desired length using available
cover modules
·The overall dimensions of covers and frames
·The recommended dimensions of concrete rebates
In order to correctly specify the cover and installation guidelines,
our technical department can supply the following drawings:
· Rebate and concrete construction drawings
· Assembly and marking drawings

Note:
The covers are designed to open in one direction (–o–>). It is
therefore important to notify us if continuous runs are interrupted
by fixed walls or if ducts terminate on the edges of structures
such as kerbs or quays.
· Operation and maintenance, concrete filling of covers, see
product details page
· We recommend that we provide technical assistance for the
assembly and fixing of large or complex ducts. Please enquire.

Ermatic range - Continuous duct covers

It is important that you state the total clear opening length.
Or, if applicable, provide a drawing showing the layout indicating if
there are junctions or changes of direction required (see below).

Widening

Slant junction
Wall

jonction

L Turn

ejco.com
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Continuous duct covers recessed for concrete infill
B125

cover opening direction

recommended rebate

100
200

100

200

b

200

100

a

Reinforcing webs 25 mm below upper surface

50

80
Dimensions in mm
Cover recessed for filling with 40 MPA concrete
See recommendations on p.D8

60

100

b

B4
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Continuous duct covers recessed for concrete infill
B125

Specification
· ERMATIC B125 access cover and frame
· Cover recessed for concrete inﬁll
· Clear opening (a x b) in mm : reference ER2R (a x b)
· Machined vertical and horizontal contact faces
· Ductile cast iron according to ISO 1083 and EN 1563.
· Quality assurance by third party certiﬁcation to ISO 9001
Options
∙ Locking by 4 stainless steel bolts
∙ Standard locking (VCHC)
∙ Security locking (VOTC)
∙ Level adjusting bolts (see detail on p.19)
∙ Safety grids (see detail on p.24)

clear opening
span of the
duct b (mm)

length of
clear opening of the
duct* a (mm)

overall frame dim.
length x width x height
(mm)

reference

300

(N x 770) - 20

(a+110) x (500)
x 80

ER2R...030

450

(N1 x 470) +
(N2 x 620) +
(N3 x 920) - 20

(a+110) x (650)
x 80

ER2R...045

(a+110) x (800)
x 80

ER2R...060

(a+110) x (950)
x 80

ER2R...075

(a+110) x (1100)
x 80

ER2R...090

(a+110) x (1200)
x 80

ER2R...100

600

750

1 2 3
(N1 x 620) +
(N2 x770) +
(N3 x 920)- 20
1 2 3
(N1 x 620) +
(N2 x770) - 20
1

900

Handling
∙ Pair of EM keys (weight 8 kg per pair) (see detail on p.23)
See details on handling operation on technical ﬁle
Technical file (see section D1 to D10)
· Installation recommendations
· Rebate preparation
· Installation and shuttering
· Concrete inﬁll
· Operation of covers
· Maintenance
· Full technical speciﬁcation

(N1 x 620) +
(N2 x770) - 20
1

1000

2

(N x 520) - 20

2

*The clear opening length of duct covers is calculated by the
following method:
· Use the maximum number of the longest cover part available
unless there is a specific need to keep the cover length to a
minimum. Smaller covers can be used at the termination of the
duct to adjust the clear opening length.
· N is the number of covers.
· 470, 520, 620, 770, 920 is the overall length of covers used.

Options

Handling key

CHC locking

Levelling bolts

Safety grids

OTC locking

ejco.com
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Ermatic range - Continuous duct covers

Area of installation
Footways, pedestrian areas and
comparable areas, car parks or car parking decks
Group 2 and lower as per EN124

Ermatic® range and other modular solutions 2013

Continuous duct covers with solid top anti·slip surface
B125

cover opening direction
recommended rebate

100

100

a

100

200

b

200

200

80

110 max

100
Dimensions in mm
Solid top anti-slip surface

B6
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Area of installation
Footways, pedestrian areas and
comparable areas, car parks or car parking decks
Group 2 and lower as per EN124

clear opening
span of the
duct b (mm)

length of
clear opening of the
duct* a (mm)

overall frame dim.
length x width x height
(mm)

reference

300

(N x 320) - 20

(a+110) x (500)
x 80

ER2S...030

Specification
· Ermatic B125 access cover and frame
· Solid to cover with ant·slip surface
· Clear opening (a x b) in mm: reference ER2S (a x b)
· Machined vertical and horizontal contact faces
· Ductile cast iron according to ISO 1083 and EN 1563.
· Quality assurance by third party certiﬁcation to ISO 9001

450

(N x 470) - 20

(a+110) x (650)
x 80

ER2S...045

600

(N1 x 620) +
(N2 x 770) - 20

(a+110) x (800)
x 80

ER2S...060

750

(N x 770) - 20

(a+110) x (950)
x 80

ER2S...075

900

(N1 x 620) +
(N2 x770) +
(N3 x 920) - 20
1 2 3

(a+110) x (1100)
x 80

ER2S...090

Options
∙ Locking by 4 stainless steel bolts
∙ Standard locking (VCHC)
∙ Security locking (VOTC)
∙ Level adjusting bolts (see detail on p.19)
∙ Hinged covers (see detail on p.22)
∙ Premark® Anti-Skid coating (see detail on p.21)
∙ Safety grids (see detail on p.24)
Handling
∙ Pair of EM keys (weight 8 kg per pair) (see detail on p.23)
See details on handling operation on technical ﬁle
Technical file (see section D1 to D10)
· Installation recommendations
· Rebate preparation
· Installation and shuttering
· Operation of covers
· Maintenance
· Full technical speciﬁcation

*The clear opening length of duct covers is calculated by the
following method:
· Use the maximum number of the longest cover part available
unless there is a specific need to keep the cover length to a
minimum. Smaller covers can be used at the termination of the
duct to adjust the clear opening length.
· N is the number of covers.
· 320, 470, 620, 770, 920 is the overall length of covers used.

Options

Handling key

CHC locking

OTC locking

Levelling bolts

Safety grids

Premark®Anti-Skid

ejco.com
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Continuous duct covers with solid top anti·slip surface
B125

Ermatic® range and other modular solutions 2013

Continuous duct covers recessed for concrete infill
C250

cover opening direction

recommended rebate

100

100

a

100

200

b

200

200

Reinforcing webs 25 mm below upper surface

50

80

100

Dimensions in mm
Cover recessed for filling with 40 MPA concrete
See recommendations on p.D8.
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Continuous duct covers recessed for concrete infill
C250
Area of installation
Parking and yard areas for all types of road vehicles,
forecourts and service areas.
Group 3 and lower as per EN124

clear opening
span of the
duct b (mm)

length of
clear opening of the
duct* a (mm)

overall frame dim.
length x width x height
(mm)

reference

300

(N x 770) - 20

(a+110) x (500)
x 80

ER3R...030

Specification
· Ermatic C250 access cover and frame
· Cover recessed for concrete inﬁll
· Clear opening (a x b) in mm: reference ER3R (a x b)
· Machined vertical and horizontal contact faces
· Ductile cast iron according to ISO 1083 and EN 1563.
· Quality assurance by third party certiﬁcation to ISO 9001.

450

(N1 x 470) +
(N2 x 620) +
(N3 x 920) - 20
1 2 3

(a+110) x (650)
x 80

ER3R...045

600

(N1 x 620) +
(N2 x770) +
(N3 x 920) - 20
1 2 3

(a+110) x (800)
x 80

ER3R...060

750

(N1 x 620) +
(N2 x770) -20

(a+110) x (950)
x 80

ER3R...075

(a+110) x (1100)
x 80

ER3R...090

1
900

Handling
∙ Pair of EM keys (weight 8 kg per pair) (see detail on p.23)
See details on handling operation on technical ﬁle.
Technical file (see section D1 to D10)
· Installation recommendations
· Rebate preparation
· Installation and shuttering
· Concrete inﬁll
· Operation of covers
· Maintenance
· Full technical speciﬁcation

2

(N1 x 620) +
(N2 x770) - 20
1

2

1000

(N x 520) - 20

(a+110) x (1200)
x 80

ER3R...100

1200

(N x 770) - 20

(a+180) x (1400)
x 20

ER3R...120

600**

(N x 620) - 20

(a+110) x (800)
x 80

ER3P...060

*The clear opening length of duct covers is calculated by the
following method:
· Use the maximum number of the longest cover part available
unless there is a specific need to keep the cover length to a
minimum. Smaller covers can be used at the termination of the
duct to adjust the clear opening length.
· N is the number of covers.
· 470, 620, 770, 920 is the overall length of covers used.
** Duct covers recessed for paving infill

Options

Handling key

CHC locking

Levelling bolts

Safety grids

OTC locking

ejco.com
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Ermatic range - Continuous duct covers

Options
∙ Locking by 4 stainless steel bolts
∙ Standard locking (VCHC)
∙ Security locking (VOTC)
∙ Level adjusting bolts (see detail on p.19)
∙ Safety grids (see detail on p.24)

Ermatic® range and other modular solutions 2013

Continuous duct covers with solid top anti·slip surface
C250

cover opening direction
recommended rebate

100

100

a

100

200

b

200

200

80

110 max

100
Dimensions in mm
Solid top anti-slip surface

B10
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Area of installation
Parking and yard areas for all types of road vehicles, forecourts
and service areas.
Group 3 and lower as per EN124
Specification
· Ermatic C250 Access Cover and frame
· Solid to cover with anti·slip surface
· Clear opening (a x b) in mm: reference ER3S (a x b)
· Machined vertical and horizontal contact faces
· Ductile cast iron according to ISO 1083 and EN 1563.
· Quality assurance by third party certiﬁcation to ISO 9001.
Options
Locking by 4 stainless steel bolts
∙ Standard locking (VCHC)
∙ Security locking (VOTC)
∙ Level adjusting bolts (see detail on p.19)
∙ Hinged covers (see detail on p.22)
∙ Premark® Anti-Skid coating (see detail on p.21)
∙ Safety grids (see detail on p.24 )
∙ Cover with a ø 250mm removable plug
Handling
∙ Pair of EM keys (weight 8 kg per pair) (see detail on p.23)
See details on handling operation on technical ﬁle.

clear opening
span of the
duct b (mm)

length of
clear opening of the
duct* a (mm)

overall frame dim.
length x width x height
(mm)

reference

300

(N x 320) - 20

(a+110) x (500)
x 80

ER3S...030

450

(N x 470) - 20

(a+110) x (650)
x 80

ER3S...045

600

(N x 620) -20

(a+110) x (800)
x 80

ER3S...060

750

(N x 770) - 20

(a+110) x (950)
x 80

ER3S...075

900

(N1 x 620) +
(N2 x770) +
(N3 x 920) - 20
1 2 3

(a+110) x (1100)
x 80

ER3S...090

*The clear opening length of duct covers is calculated by the
following method:
·Use the maximum number of the longest cover part available
unless there is a specific need to keep the cover length to a
minimum. Smaller covers can be used at the termination of the
duct to adjust the clear opening length.
· N is the number of covers.
· 320, 470, 620, 770, 920 is the overall length of covers used.

Technical file (see section D1 to D10)
· Installation recommendations
· Rebate preparation
· Installation and shuttering
· Operation of covers
· Maintenance
· Full technical speciﬁcation

Options

Optional: cover with removable plug

Handling key

CHC locking

OTC locking

Levelling bolts

Safety grids

Premark®Anti-Skid
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Continuous duct covers with solid top anti·slip surface
C250

Ermatic® range and other modular solutions 2013

Continuous duct covers recessed for concrete infill
D400

cover opening direction
recommended rebate

170

a

170

250

b

250

170

250

80 150 max
150

Dimensions in mm
Cover recessed for filling with 40 MPA concrete
See recommendations on p.D8.
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Continuous duct covers recessed for concrete infill
D400

Specification
· Ermatic D400 access cover and frame
· Cover recessed for concrete inﬁll
· Clear opening (a x b) in mm:
reference ER5R (a x b) in cm, 150mm deep frame
reference ER4R (a x b) in cm, 125mm deep frame
· Machined vertical and horizontal contact faces
· Ductile cast iron according to ISO 1083 and EN 1563.
· Quality assurance by third party certiﬁcation to ISO 9001

clear opening
span of the
duct b (mm)

length of
overall frame dim.
reference
clear opening
length x width x height
of the duct* a (mm) (mm)

600

(N x 620) +
(N2 x 770)
- 20

750**

750

1 2
(N1 x770) - 20 (a+110) x (930)
x 125

(N1 x 620) +
(a+170) x (970)
(N2 x770) - 20 x 150
1

Locking
∙ By 4 stainless steel bolts
∙ Standard locking (VCHC)
Options
∙ Level adjusting bolts (see detail on p.19)
∙ Security locking (VOTC)
∙ Safety grids (see detail on p.23)
Handling
∙ Pair of EM keys (weight 8 kg per pair) (see detail on p.23)
See details on handling operation on technical ﬁle.
Technical file (see section D1 to D10)
· Installation recommendations
· Rebate preparation
· Installation and shuttering
· Concrete inﬁll
· Operation of covers
· Maintenance
· Full technical speciﬁcation

OTC locking

ER5R...060 VCHC

ER4R...075 VCHC

ER5R...075 VCHC

2

800**

(N x 820) - 20

(a+170) x (980)
x 125

ER4R...080 VCHC

900**

(N x 920) - 20

(a+170) x (1080)
x 125

ER4R...090 VCHC

900

(N1 x 620) +
(a+170) x (1120)
(N2 x770) - 20 x 150

ER5R...090 VCHC

1

2

1000

(N x 520) - 20

(a+170) x (1220)
x 150

ER5R...100 VCHC

1200

(N x 770) - 20

(a+170) x (1380)
x 125

ER4R...120 VCHC

*The clear opening length of duct covers is calculated by the
following method:
· Use the maximum number of the longest cover part available
unless there is a specific need to keep the cover length to a
minimum. Smaller covers can be used at the termination of the
duct to adjust the clear opening length.
· N is the number of covers.
· 520, 620, 770, 820, 920 is the overall length of covers used.
**See plans for these references on next page.

Options

Handling key

(a+170) x (820)
x 150

Levelling bolts

Safety grids

ejco.com
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Ermatic range - Continuous duct covers

Area of installation
Carriageways of roads (including pedestrian streets),
hard shoulders and parking areas for all types of road vehicles.
Group 4 and lower as per EN124

Ermatic® range and other modular solutions 2013

Continuous duct covers with solid top anti·slip surface
D400

cover opening direction
recommended rebate

150
a

150

250

b

250

150

250

120 max

125

Dimensions in mm
Solid top anti-slip surface

B14
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Continuous duct covers with solid top anti·slip surface
D400

Specification
· Ermatic D400 access cover and frame
· Solid to cover with anti·slip surface
· Clear opening (a x b) in mm: reference ER4S (a x b)
· Machined vertical and horizontal contact faces
· Ductile cast iron according to ISO 1083 and EN 1563.
· Quality assurance by third party certiﬁcation to ISO 9001
Locking
∙ By 4 stainless steel bolts
∙ Standard locking (VCHC)
Options
∙ Level adjusting bolts (see detail on p.19)
∙ Security locking (VOTC)
∙ Premark® Anti-Skid coating (see detail on p.21)
∙ Hinged and assisted opening by strut. (see details on p.22)
∙ Safety grids (see detail on p.24)
Handling
∙ Pair of EM keys (weight 8 kg per pair) (see details on p.23)
See details on handling operation on technical ﬁle.
Technical file (see section D1 to D10)
· Installation recommendations
· Rebate preparation
· Installation and shuttering
· Operation of covers
· Maintenance
· Full technical speciﬁcation

clear opening
span of the
duct b (mm)

length of
overall frame dim.
reference
clear opening
length x width x height
of the duct* a (mm) (mm)

450

(N x 470) - 20

(a+170) x (630)
x 125

ER4S...045 VCHC

600

(N x 620) - 20

(a+170) x (780)
x 125

ER4S...060 VCHC

750

(N x 770) - 20

(a+170) x (930)
x 125

ER4S...075 VCHC

800

(N x 820) - 20

(a+170) x (980)
x 125

ER4S...080 VCHC

900

(N1 x 620) +
(a+170) x (1080)
(N2 x920) - 20 x 125
1

1000

ER4S...090 VCHC

2

(N x 1020) - 20 (a+170) x (1180)
x 125

ER4S...100 VCHC

*The clear opening length of duct covers is calculated by the
following method:
· Use the maximum number of the longest cover part available
unless there is a specific need to keep the cover length to a
minimum. Smaller covers can be used at the termination of the
duct to adjust the clear opening length.
· N is the number of covers.
· 470, 620, 770, 820, 920, 1020 is the overall length of covers
used.

Options

Handling key

OTC locking

Safety grids

Premark®Anti-Skid

Levelling bolts
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Area of installation
Carriageways of roads (including pedestrian streets),
hard shoulders and parking areas for all types of road vehicles.
Group 4 and lower as per EN124

Ermatic® range and other modular solutions 2013

Continuous duct covers recessed for concrete infill
E600

cover opening direction
recommended rebate

170

a

170

250

b

250

170

250

80 180 max
150

Dimensions in mm
Cover recessed for filling with 40 MPA concrete
See recommendations on p. D8
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Continuous duct covers recessed for concrete infill
E600

Specification
· Ermatic E600 access cover and frame
· Cover recessed for concrete inﬁll
· Clear opening (a x b) in mm: reference ER6R (a x b)
· Machined vertical and horizontal contact faces
· Ductile cast iron according to ISO 1083 and EN 1563.
· Quality assurance by third party certiﬁcation to ISO 9001.
Options
∙ Recommended: locking by 4 stainless steel bolts
∙ Standard locking (VCHC)
∙ Security locking (VOTC)
∙ Level adjusting bolts (see detail on p.19)
∙ Safety grids (see detail on p.24)
Handling
∙ Pair of EM keys (weight 8 kg per pair).
See details on handling operation on technical ﬁle.
Technical file (see section D1 to D10)
· Installation recommendations
· Rebate preparation
· Installation and shuttering
· Concrete inﬁll
· Operation of covers
· Maintenance
· Full technical speciﬁcation

clear opening
span of the
duct b (mm)

length of
clear opening
of the duct* a (mm)

overall frame dim.
length x width x height
(mm)

reference

600

(N1 x 620) +
(N2 x770) - 20

(a+170) x (820)
x 150

ER6R...060

(a+170) x (970)
x 150

ER6R...075

(a+170) x (1120)
x 150

ER6R...090

(a+170) x (1220)
x 150

ER6R...100

1
750

(N1 x 620) +
(N2 x770) - 20

900

(N1 x 620) +
(N2 x770) - 20

1

1000

2

2

1 2
(N x 520) - 20

*The clear opening length of duct covers is calculated by the
following method:
· Use the maximum number of the longest cover part available
unless there is a specific need to keep the cover length to a
minimum. Smaller covers can be used at the termination of the
duct to adjust the clear opening length.
· N is the number of covers.
· 520, 620, 770, is the overall length of covers used.

Options

Handling key

CHC locking

Levelling bolts

Safety grids

OTC locking

ejco.com
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Area of installation
Areas imposing high wheel loads e.g. docks,
aircraft pavements.
Group 5 and lower as per EN124

Ermatic® range and other modular solutions 2013

Continuous duct covers with solid top anti·slip surface
E600

cover opening direction
recommended rebate

170

a

170

250

b

250

170

250

160 max

150

110

Dimensions in mm
Solid top anti-slip surface

B18
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Continuous duct covers with solid top anti·slip surface
E600

Specification
· Ermatic E600 access cover and frame
· Cover with solid top anti·slip surface
· Clear opening (a x b) in mm: reference ER6S (a x b)
· Machined vertical and horizontal contact faces
· Ductile cast iron according to ISO 1083 and EN 1563.
· Quality assurance by third party certiﬁcation to ISO 9001.
Options
∙ Recommended: locking by 4 stainless steel bolts
∙ Standard locking (VCHC)
∙ Security locking (VOTC)
∙ Level adjusting bolts (see detail on p.19)
∙ Hinged and assisted opening by strut
(see details on p.22)
∙ Premark® Anti-Skid coating (see detail on p.21)
∙ Safety grids (see detail on p.24)
Handling
∙ Pair of EM keys (weight 8 kg per pair) (see detail on p.23)
See details on handling operation on technical ﬁle.

clear opening
span of the
duct b (mm)

length of
clear opening
of the duct* a (mm)

overall frame dim.
length x width x height
(mm)

reference

600

(N1 x 620) +
(N2 x770) - 20

(a+170) x (820)
x 150

ER6S...060

(a+170) x (970)
x 150

ER6S...075

(a+170) x (1120)
x 150

ER6S...090

1

2

750

(N1 x 620) +
(N2 x770) - 20

900

(N1 x 620) +
(N2 x770) +
(N3 x 920) - 20
1 2
3

1

2

*The clear opening length of duct covers is calculated by the
following method:
· Use the maximum number of the longest cover part available
unless there is a specific need to keep the cover length to a
minimum. Smaller covers can be used at the termination of the
duct to adjust the clear opening length.
· N is the number of covers.
· 620, 770, 920, is the overall length of covers used.

Technical file (see section D1 to D10)
· Installation recommendations
· Rebate preparation
· Installation and shuttering
· Operation of covers
· Maintenance
· Full technical speciﬁcation

Options

Handling key

CHC locking

OTC locking

Levelling bolts

Safety grids

Premark®Anti-Skid
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Area of installation
Areas imposing high wheel loads e.g. docks,
aircraft pavements.
Group 5 and lower as per EN124

Ermatic® range and other modular solutions 2013

Continuous duct covers recessed for concrete infill
F900

cover opening direction
recommended rebate

170

a

170

250

b

250

170

250

80 180 max
150

Dimensions in mm
Cover recessed for filling with 40 MPA concrete
See recommendations on p.D8.
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Continuous duct covers recessed for concrete infill
F900

Specification
· Ermatic F900 access cover and frame
· Cover recessed for concrete inﬁll
· Clear opening (a x b) in mm: reference ER9R (a x b)
· Machined vertical and horizontal contact faces
· Ductile cast iron according to ISO 1083 and EN 1563.
· Quality assurance by third party certiﬁcation to ISO 9001.
Options
∙ Recommended: locking by 4 stainless steel bolts
∙ Standard locking (VCHC)
∙ Security locking (VOTC)
∙ Level adjusting bolts (see detail on p.19)
∙ Safety grids (see detail on p.24)
Handling
∙ Pair of EM keys (weight 8 kg per pair) (see detail on p.23)
See details on handling operation on technical ﬁle.
Technical file (see section D1 to D10)
· Installation recommendations
· Rebate preparation
· Installation and shuttering
· Concrete inﬁll
· Operation of covers
· Maintenance
· Full technical speciﬁcation

clear opening
span of the
duct b (mm)

length of
clear opening
of the duct* a (mm)

overall frame dim.
length x width x height
(mm)

reference

600

(N1 x 620) +
(N2 x770) - 20

(a+170) x (820)
x 150

ER9R...060

(a+170) x (970)
x 150

ER9R...075

(a+170) x (1120)
x 150

ER9R...090

(a+170) x (1220)
x 150

ER9R...100

1
750

(N1 x 620) +
(N2 x770) - 20

900

(N1 x 620) +
(N2 x770) - 20

1

1000

2

2

1 2
(N x 520) - 20

*The clear opening length of duct covers is calculated by the
following method:
· Use the maximum number of the longest cover part available
unless there is a specific need to keep the cover length to a
minimum. Smaller covers can be used at the termination of the
duct to adjust the clear opening length.
· N is the number of covers.
· 520, 620, 770, is the overall length of covers used.

Options

Handling key

CHC locking

Levelling bolts

Safety grids

OTC locking

ejco.com
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Area of installation
Areas imposing particularly high wheel loads e.g. docks,
aircraft pavements.
Group 6 and lower as per EN124
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Continuous duct covers with solid top anti·slip surface
F900

cover opening direction
recommended rebate

170

a

170

250

b

250

170

250

180 max

150

110

Dimensions in mm
Solid top anti-slip surface

B22
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Continuous duct covers with solid top anti·slip surface
F900

Specification
· Ermatic F900 access cover and frame
· Solid top cover with anti·slip surface
· Clear opening (a x b) in mm: reference ER9S (a x b)
· Machined vertical and horizontal contact faces
· Ductile cast iron according to ISO 1083 and EN 1563.
· Quality assurance by third party certiﬁcation to ISO 9001
Options
∙ Recommended: locking by 4 stainless steel bolts
∙ Standard locking (VCHC)
∙ Security locking (VOTC)
∙ Level adjusting bolts (see detail on p.19)
∙ Hinged and assisted opening by strut
(see detail on p.22)
∙ Premark® Anti-Skid coating (see detail on p.21)
∙ Safety grids (see detail on p.22)
∙ Cover with a ø 280 x 230mm hinged plug opening.
Handling
∙ Pair of EM keys (weight 8 kg per pair) (see detail on p.23)
See details on handling operation on technical ﬁle.

clear opening
span of the
duct b (mm)

length of
clear opening
of the duct* a (mm)

overall frame dim.
length x width x height
(mm)

reference

600

(N1 x 620) +
(N2 x770) - 20

(a+170) x (820)
x 150

ER9S...060

750

(N1 x 620) +
(N2 x770) - 20

(a+170) x (970)
x 150

ER9S...075

(a+170) x (1120)
x 150

ER9S...090

1

1
900

2

2

(N1 x 620) +
(N2 x770) +
(N3 x 920) - 20
1 2
3

*The clear opening length of duct covers is calculated by the
following method:
· Use the maximum number of the longest cover part available
unless there is a specific need to keep the cover length to a
minimum. Smaller covers can be used at the termination of
the duct to adjust the clear opening length.
· N is the number of covers.
· 620, 770, 920, is the overall length of covers used.

Technical file (see section D1 to D10)
· Installation recommendations
· Rebate preparation
· Installation and shuttering
· Operation of covers
· Maintenance
· Full technical speciﬁcation

Options

Hinged hydrant plug cover

Handling key

CHC locking

OTC locking

Levelling bolts

Safety grids

Premark®Anti-Skid

ejco.com
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Area of installation
Areas imposing particularly high wheel loads e.g. docks,
aircraft pavements.
Group 6 and lower as per EN124

Ermatic® range and other modular solutions 2013

Notes
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Ermatic® range
Covers with removable beams
C2-C3 Pre-sales technical assistance

C4
C6

Ermatic range - Covers with removable beams

Ermatic B125
Recessed covers for concrete infill
Covers with anti-slip surface

Ermatic C250
C8
C10

Recessed covers for concrete infill
Covers with anti-slip surface

Ermatic D400
C12
C14

Recessed covers for concrete infill
Covers with anti-slip surface

Ermatic E600
C16
C18

Recessed covers for concrete infill
Covers with anti-slip surface

Ermatic F900
C20
C22

ejco.com

Recessed covers for concrete infill
Covers with anti-slip surface

C1

Ermatic® range and other modular solutions 2013

Access covers with removable beams

Large chambers are neccessary for cable drawpits manifold
chambers, and for servicing large items of machinery.
Beamed multiple Ermatic covers ensure complete, unobstructed
access to chambers from 1220mm span and above.
They are constructed from standard covers, with seating and
sealing on intermediate removable support beams.
These covers are available in different loading classes, in a wide
variety of sizes from 1220mm long x 1370mm span.

C2
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Pre-sales technical assistance

The tables and drawings on the following pages enable you to
specify by loading class and surface ﬁnish, for clear openings
between 1220 x 1370mm up to 3660 x 5180mm.
The tables will show:
∙ the number of covers and beams per unit
∙ the orientation of the beam
∙ the recommended rebate dimensions prior to installation

Ermatic range - Covers with removable beams

For further assistance please contact our Technical Department
with the following details:
∙ the required load class and place of installation
∙ the desired surface ﬁnish
∙ the clear opening required (and the type of equipement : pumps,
screens, valves, etc.)
∙ the fall protection strategy
If available, please supply the detailed project drawings.
Note
Covers and frames are designed with removable beams ﬁtted in
housing boxes located under the frame.
Therefore whenever the product is not installed on top of a solid and
continuous wall structure, it is important to design an appropriate
bearing structure (concrete beam for example).
The covers are designed to open in
one direction
It is therefore important to notify us if
ﬁxed walls interrupt multiple covers or if
the unit abuts upon the edges of structures
such as kerbs or quays.
Please refer to our comprehensive technical ﬁle at the end of this
section. These details are not suitable for the installation of large
beamed solutions, on site technical assistance can be provided
Please enquire with our technical team for details.

ejco.com
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Multiple covers with removable beams recessed for concrete infill
B125

Z to 4th beam centre
Y to 3rd beam centre
X to 2nd beam centre
W to 1st beam centre

100

recommended rebate

optional levelling bolts

200

450
b

200

H

a

* a-100

100

Dimensions in mm

C4
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Cover recessed for filling with 40 MPA concrete
See technical file on p.D 8

b

60

25

a

50

80

140

200

* a-100

h'

removable
beambeam
removable

cover opening direction

h

Ermatic® range and other modular solutions 2013

Multiple covers with removable beams recessed for concrete infill
B125
Reference: ER2R (a x b) in cm
Standard clear opening dimensions a x b (in cm) - For other clear opening dimensions, please enquire
*Clear opening is reduced by 10 cm between boxes along the beam

3 covers

184
199
214
229
244
259
274

518

503

488

473

458

443

428

413

398

383

368

411

396

381

366

351

336

321

306

291

304

274

289

259

244

229

214

197

Removable
beam used
(mm)

UPE200
h= 195
h’= 260
H= 300

1990

HEA180
h= 290
h’= 355
H= 400

246
261
276
291
306
321
336
351
366

3660

Beam centres (see opposite page)

428

443

458

473

488

503

518

3595 2675 1755 835

3745 2825 1755 835

3895 2825 1905 835

3895 2975 1905 985

4045 2975 2055 985

4195 3125 2055 985

351
2675 1755 835

3445 2525 1755 835

336
2525 1605 835

413

321
2525 1605 685

3295 2525 1605 835

306
2375 1455 685

398

291
2225 1455 685

3295 2375 1605 685

304
2055 985

383

289
1905 985

368

274
1905 835

3145 2375 1455 685

259
1755 835

Speciﬁcation
∙ ERMATIC B125 access cover and frame with removable
beams
∙ Cover recessed for concrete inﬁll
∙ Clear opening (a x b) in mm : reference ER2R (a x b)
∙ Machined vertical and horizontal contact faces
∙ Ductile cast iron according to ISO 1083 and EN 1563.
∙ Galvanised mild steel beams
∙ Quality assurance by third party certiﬁcation to ISO 9001
Options
∙ Locking by 4 stainless steel bolts
∙ Standard locking (VCHC)
∙ Security locking (VOTC)
∙ Level adjusting bolts (see detail on p. 19)
∙ Safety grids (see detail on p. 24)

2995 2225 1455 685

244
1605 835

Area of installation
Footways, pedestrian areas and comparable areas,
car parks or car parking decks. Group 2 and lower as per EN124

411

229
1605 685

To 4th beam centre

3125 2055 985

214
1455 685

Z

396

197
985

To 3rd beam centre

2975 1905 985

182
835

Y

381

167
835

To 2nd beam centre

2975 1905 835

152

X

366

137

W

685

Overall dimensions of cover (a+280mm) x (b+200mm) x (beam box height : h’

685

Clear opening in
cm
Beam
centres
(mm)

5 covers
4 beams

2825 1755 835

4 covers

4 covers
3 beams

Technical ﬁle (see section D1 to D10)
· Installation recommendations - Rebate preparation
· Installation and shuttering - Concrete inﬁll
· Operation of covers - Maintenance - Full technical speciﬁcation

Options

Handling key

CHC locking

Levelling bolts

Safety grids

OTC locking

Handling
∙ Pair of EM keys (weight 8 kg per pair) (see detail on p.23)
See details on handling operation on technical ﬁle

ejco.com
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Ermatic range - Covers with removable beams

2 covers

122
137
152
167
182

3 covers
2 beams
182

clear
opening
cm

167

b

152

a

137

2 covers
1 beam

Ermatic® range and other modular solutions 2013

Multiple covers with removable beams: solid top anti-slip surface
B125

Z to 4th beam centre
Y to 3rd beam centre
X to 2nd beam centre

recommended rebate

100

W to 1st beam centre

optional levelling bolts

450

200

H

b

h'

200

optional
levelling bolts

140

ejco.com

Solid top anti-slip surface

b

110 maxi

60

80
Dimensions in mm

C6

a

a

100

200

* a-100

* a-100
removable beam

cover opening direction

h

Ermatic® range and other modular solutions 2013

Multiple covers with removable beams: solid top anti-slip surface
B125
Reference: ER2S (a x b) in cm
Standard clear opening dimensions a x b (in cm)- For other clear opening dimensions, please enquire
*Clear opening is reduced by 10 cm between boxes along the beam

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

2 covers

122
137
152
167
182

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

3 covers

184
199
214
229
244
259
274
246
261
276
291
306
321
336
351
366

x

518
UPE200
h= 195
h’= 260
H= 300

1990
HEA180
h= 290
h’= 355
H= 400

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

3660

x These solutions do not refer to the table below, please enquire.
Beam centres (see opposite page)

428

443

458

473

488

503

518

3445 2525 1755 835

3595 2675 1755 835

3745 2825 1755 835

3895 2825 1905 835

3895 2975 1905 985

4045 2975 2055 985

4195 3125 2055 985

351
2675 1755 835

413

336
2525 1605 835

3295 2525 1605 835

321
2525 1605 685

398

306
2375 1455 685

3295 2375 1605 685

291
2225 1455 685

383

304
2055 985

368

289
1905 985

3145 2375 1455 685

274
1905 835

ejco.com

2995 2225 1455 685

259
1755 835

Handling
∙ Pair of EM keys (weight 8 kg per pair) (see detail on p.23)
See details on handling operation on technical ﬁle

411

244
1605 835

Area of installation
Footways, pedestrian areas and comparable areas,
car parks or car parking decks- Group 2 and lower ∙As per EN124
Speciﬁcation
∙ ERMATIC B125 multiple access covers with removable beams
∙ Solid top cover with anti-slip surface
∙ Clear opening (a x b) in mm: reference ER2S (a x b) in cm
∙ Machined horizontal and vertical contact faces
∙ Ductile cast iron according to ISO 1083 and EN 1563
∙ Galvanised mild steel beams
∙ Quality assurance by third party certiﬁcation to ISO 9001
Options
∙ Locking by 4 stainless steel bolts
∙ Standard locking (VCHC)
∙ Security locking (VOTC)
∙ Level adjusting bolts (see detail on p.19)
∙ Hinged covers (see detail on p.22 )
∙ Premark® Anti-Skid coating (see detail on p.21)
∙ Safety grids (see detail on p. 24)

3125 2055 985

229
1605 685

To 4th beam centre

396

214
1455 685

Z

2975 1905 985

197
985

To 3rd beam centre

381

182
835

Y

2975 1905 835

167
835

To 2nd beam centre

366

152

X

2825 1755 835

137

W

685

Beam
centres
(mm)

Overall dimensions of cover (a+280mm) x (b+200mm) x (beam box height : h’)

685

Clear opening in
cm

Technical ﬁle (see section D1 to D10)
· Installation recommendations - Rebate preparation
· Installation and shuttering - Concrete inﬁll
· Operation of covers - Maintenance - Full technical speciﬁcation

Options

Handling key

CHC locking

OTC locking

Levelling bolts

Safety grids

Premark®Anti-Skid

C7

Ermatic range - Covers with removable beams

4 covers

503

488

473

458

443

428

Removable
beam used
(mm)

413

398

383

368

411

396

381

366

351

5 covers
4 beams

336

321

306

291

304

289

274

4 covers
3 beams

259

244

229

214

197

3 covers
2 beams

182

clear
opening
cm

167

b

152

a

137

2 covers
1 beam

Ermatic® range and other modular solutions 2013

Multiple covers with removable beams recessed for concrete infill
C250

Pavior infill cover

Z to 4th beam centre
Y to 3rd beam centre
recommended rebate

X to 2nd beam centre

100

W to 1st beam centre

h' = h+40
H = h' +35

optional levelling bolts

200

H

200

450

h'

a

* a-100

ejco.com

Cover recessed for filling with 40 MPA concrete
See technical file on p.D8

b

135 max

60

50
100

Dimensions in mm

C8

a

80

140

200

* a-100

removable beam

cover opening direction

h

Ermatic® range and other modular solutions 2013

Multiple covers with removable beams recessed for concrete infill
C250
Reference: ER3R (a x b) in cm
Standard clear opening dimensions a x b (in cm)- For other clear opening dimensions, please enquire
*Clear opening is reduced by 10 cm between boxes along the beam

122
137
152
167
182

P

P

P

P

2 covers

P

P

P

P

3 covers

184
199
214
229
244
259
274
246
261
276
291
306
321
336
351
366

P

P

518

503

488

473

458

443

428

413

P

P

HEB220
HEB240
h=355

HEB260
h=375
3660

458

473

488

503

518

3745 2825 1755 835

3895 2825 1905 835

3895 2975 1905 985

4045 2975 2055 985

4195 3125 2055 985

366
2825 1755 835

443

351
2675 1755 835

3595 2675 1755 835

336
2525 1605 835

428

321
2525 1605 685

3445 2525 1755 835

306
2375 1455 685

413

291
2225 1455 685

3295 2525 1605 835

304
2055 985

398

289
1905 985

3295 2375 1605 685

274
1905 835

383

259
1755 835

368

244
1605 835

3145 2375 1455 685

229
1605 685

To 4th beam centre

2995 2225 1455 685

214
1455 685

Z

411

197
985

To 3rd beam centre

3125 2055 985

182
835

Y

396

167
835

To 2nd beam centre

2975 1905 985

152

X

381

137

W

685

Overall dimensions of cover (a+280mm) x (b+200mm) x (beam box height : h’)

= Pavior infill covers available ( ref. ER3P...)

Area of installation
Parking and yard areas for all types of road vehicles,
forecourts and service areas. Group 3 and lower as per EN124
Specification
∙ ERMATIC C250 multiple access covers
with removable beams
∙ Covers recessed for concrete inﬁll
∙ Clear opening (a x b) in mm: reference ER3R (a x b) in cm
∙ Machined horizontal and vertical contact faces
∙ Ductile cast iron according to ISO 1083 and EN 1563
∙ Galvanised mild steel beams
∙ Quality assurance by third party certiﬁcation to ISO 9001.
Options
∙ Locking by 4 stainless steel bolts
∙ Standard locking (VCHC)
∙ Security locking (VOTC)
∙ Level adjusting bolts (see detail on p.19)
∙ Safety grids (see detail on p.24)

Technical file (see section D1 to D10)
· Installation recommendations - Rebate preparation
· Installation and shuttering - Concrete inﬁll
· Operation of covers - Maintenance - Full technical speciﬁcation

Options

Handling key

CHC locking

Levelling bolts

Safety grids

OTC locking

Handling
∙ Pair of EM keys (weight 8 kg per pair) (see detail on p.23)
See details on handling operation on technical ﬁle.

ejco.com
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Ermatic range - Covers with removable beams

P

398

HEB240
h=355

685

Beam
centres
(mm)

HEB200
h= 315

1990
HEB220
h=335

Beam centres (see opposite page)
Clear opening in
cm

Removable
beam used
(mm)

2975 1905 835

4 covers

383

368

411

396

381

366

351

5 covers
4 beams
336

321

306

291

304

274

289

4 covers
3 beams
259

244

229

197

214

3 covers
2 beams
182

167

clear
opening
cm

152

b

a

137

2 covers
1 beam

Ermatic® range and other modular solutions 2013

Multiple covers with removable beams: solid top anti-slip surface
C250

Z to 4th beam centre
Y to 3rd beam centre
X to 2nd beam centre
W to 1st beam centre

100

recommended rebate

h' = h+40
H = h' +35

optional levelling bolts

optional
levelling bolts

200

H

450
b
200

optional levelling
bolts

h'

* a-100

Dimensions in mm

ejco.com

Solid top anti-slip surface

110 maxi

60

80
200

100

C10

a

a

* a-100

140
removable beam

cover opening direction

h

b

Ermatic® range and other modular solutions 2013

Multiple covers with removable beams: solid top anti-slip surface
C250
Reference: ER3S (a x b) in cm
Standard clear opening dimensions a x b (in cm)- For other clear opening dimensions, please enquire
*Clear opening is reduced by 10 cm between boxes along the beam

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

2 covers

122
137
152
167
182

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

3 covers

184
199
214
229
244
259
274

518
HEB220
h= 335
HEB240
h= 335

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

HEB220
HEB240
h=355
3660
HEB260
h=375
3660

428

443

458

473

488

503

518

3445 2525 1755 835

3595 2675 1755 835

3745 2825 1755 835

3895 2825 1905 835

3895 2975 1905 985

4045 2975 2055 985

4195 3125 2055 985

351
2675 1755 835

413

336
2525 1605 835

3295 2525 1605 835

321
2525 1605 685

398

306
2375 1455 685

3295 2375 1605 685

291
2225 1455 685

383

304
2055 985

368

289
1905 985

ejco.com

3145 2375 1455 685

274
1905 835

Handling
∙ Pair of EM keys (weight 8 kg per pair) (see detail on p.23)
See details on handling operation on technical ﬁle.

2995 2225 1455 685

259
1755 835

Speciﬁcation
∙ ERMATIC C250 multiple access covers
with removable beams
∙ Solid top covers with anti-slip surface
∙ Clear opening (a x b) in mm: reference ER3S (a x b) in cm
∙ Machined horizontal and vertical contact faces
∙ Ductile cast iron according to ISO 1083 and EN 1563
∙ Galvanised mild steel beams
∙ Quality assurance by third party certiﬁcation to ISO 9001.
Options
∙ Locking by 4 stainless steel bolts
∙ Standard locking (VCHC)
∙ Security locking (VOTC)
∙ Level adjusting bolts (see detail on p.19)
∙ Hinged covers (see detail on p. 22)
∙ Premark® anti-skid coating (see detail on p.21)
∙ Safety grids (see detail on p.24)

411

244
1605 835

Area of installation
Parking and yard areas for all types of road vehicles, forecourts
and service areas. Group 3 and lower as per EN124

3125 2055 985

229
1605 685

To 4th beam centre

396

214
1455 685

Z

2975 1905 985

197
985

To 3rd beam centre

381

182
835

Y

2975 1905 835

167
835

To 2nd beam centre

366

152
685

X

2825 1755 835

137

W

685

Overall dimensions of cover (a+280mm) x (b+200mm) x (beam box height : h’)

Technical ﬁle (see section D1 to D10)
· Installation recommendations - Rebate preparation
· Installation and shuttering - Concrete inﬁll
· Operation of covers - Maintenance - Full technical speciﬁcation

Options

Handling key

CHC locking

OTC locking

Levelling bolts

Safety grids

Premark®Anti-Skid

C11

Ermatic range - Covers with removable beams

Beam centres (see opposite page)

Beam
centres
(mm)

HEB200
h= 315

1990

x
x
x
246
261
276
291
4 covers
306
321
336
351
366
x For these solutions do not refer to the table below, please enquire.
Clear opening in
cm

503

488

473

458

443

428

Removable
beam used
(mm)

413

398

383

368

411

396

381

366

351

5 covers
4 beams

336

321

306

291

304

274

289

4 covers
3 beams

259

244

229

214

197

3 covers
2 beams

182

clear
opening
cm

167

b

152

a

137

2 covers
1 beam

Ermatic® range and other modular solutions 2013

Multiple covers with removable beams recessed for concrete infill
D400

recommended rebate

Z to 4th beam centre
Y to 3rd beam centre
X to 2nd beam centre
W to 1st beam centre

170

170
optional levelling
bolts

250

250

h+70

450
b

250

h
h+30

a

a

removable beam

cover opening direction

180

80 150
maxi

250

150

h+70

b

Dimensions in mm

C12

ejco.com

Cover recessed for filling with 40 MPA concrete
See technical file on p.D8.

Ermatic® range and other modular solutions 2013

Multiple covers with removable beams recessed for concrete infill
D400
Reference: ER5R (a x b) in cm
Standard clear opening dimensions a x b (in cm) - For other clear opening dimensions, please enquire

518

503

488

473

458

443

428

413

398

383

368

411

396

381

366

351

336

321

306

291

304

274

3660

428

443

458

473

488

503

518

3445 2525 1755 835

3595 2675 1755 835

3745 2825 1755 835

3895 2825 1905 835

3895 2975 1905 985

4045 2975 2055 985

4195 3125 2055 985

413

336
2525 1605 835

3295 2525 1605 835

321
2525 1605 685

398

306
2375 1455 685

3295 2375 1605 685

291
2225 1455 685

383

304
2055 985

3145 2375 1455 685

289
1905 985

ejco.com

368

274
1905 835

Handling
∙ Pair of EM keys (weight 8 kg per pair) (see detail on p.23)
See details on handling operation on technical ﬁle.

2995 2225 1455 685

259
1755 835

Area of installation
Carriageways of roads (including pedestrian streets),
hard shoulders and parking areas for all types of road vehicles.
Group 4 and lower as per EN124.
Speciﬁcation
∙ ERMATIC D400 multiple access covers with removable beams
∙ Covers recessed for concrete inﬁll
∙ Clear opening (a x b) in mm: reference ER5R (a x b) in cm
∙ Machined horizontal and vertical contact faces
∙ Ductile cast iron according to ISO 1083 and EN 1563
∙ Galvanised mild steel beams
∙ Quality assurance by third party certiﬁcation to ISO 9001.
Locking
∙ By 4 stainless steel bolts
∙ Standard locking (VCHC)
Options
∙ Level adjusting bolts (see detail on p.19)
∙ Security locking (VOTC)
∙ Safety grids (see detail on p.24)

411

244
1605 835

To 4th beam centre

3125 2055 985

229
1605 685

Z

396

214
1455 685

To 3rd beam centre

2975 1905 985

197
985

Y

381

182
835

To 2nd beam centre

2975 1905 835

167
835

X

366

152

W

2825 1755 835

137

Overall dimensions of cover (a + 360mm) x (b + 220mm) x (beam box height = h + 30 mm)

Technical file (see section D1 to D10)
· Installation recommendations - Rebate preparation
· Installation and shuttering - Concrete inﬁll
· Operation of covers - Maintenance - Full technical speciﬁcation

Options

Handling key

OTC locking

Levelling bolts

Safety grids

C13

Ermatic range - Covers with removable beams

IPE400
(h = 510)

685

Beam
centres
(mm)

2910

685

Clear opening in
cm

289

259

244

229

197

214

246
261
276
291
4 covers
306
321
336
351
366
Beam centres (see opposite page)

351

3 covers

184
199
214
229
244
259
274

Removable
beam used
mm

IPE360
(h = 470)

2675 1755 835

2 covers

122
137
152
167
182

5 covers
4 beams

4 covers
3 beams

3 covers
2 beams
182

clear
opening
cm

167

b

152

a

137

2 covers
1 beam

Ermatic® range and other modular solutions 2013

Multiple covers with removable beams: solid top anti-slip surface
D400

recommended rebate

Z to 4th beam centre
Y to 3rd beam centre
X to 2nd beam centre
W to 1st beam centre

170

170
250

250

optional
levelling bolts
450

h+70

b

250

h+30

h

a

a

removable beam

cover opening direction

180

160 max

250

150

h+70

110

C14

Dimensions in mm

ejco.com

Solid top anti-slip surface

b

Ermatic® range and other modular solutions 2013

Multiple covers with removable beams: solid top anti-slip surface
D400
Reference: ER5S (a x b) in cm
Standard clear opening dimensions a x b (in cm)- For other clear opening dimensions, please enquire

518

503

488

473

458

443

428

413

398

383

368

411

396

381

366

351

336

321

306

291

Ermatic range - Covers with removable beams

2910
IPE400
(h = 510)

3660

289

304

291

306

321

336

351

366

381

396

411

368

383

398

413

428

1905 985

2055 985

2225 1455 685

2375 1455 685

2525 1605 685

2525 1605 835

2675 1755 835

2825 1755 835

2975 1905 835

2975 1905 985

3125 2055 985

2995 2225 1455 685

3145 2375 1455 685

3295 2375 1605 685

3295 2525 1605 835

3445 2525 1755 835

518

274
1905 835

ejco.com

4195 3125 2055 985

259
1755 835

Speciﬁcation
∙ ERMATIC D400 multiple access covers with removable
beams
∙ Solid top cover with anti-slip surface
∙ Clear opening (a x b) in mm reference ER5S (a x b) in cm
∙ Machined horizontal and vertical contact faces
∙ Ductile cast iron according to ISO 1083 and EN 1563
∙ Galvanised mild steel beams
∙ Quality assurance by third party certiﬁcation to ISO 9001.
Locking
∙ By 4 stainless steel bolts
∙ Standard locking (VCHC)
Options
∙ Level adjusting bolts (see detail on p.19)
∙ Security locking (VOTC)
∙ Premark® Anti-Skid coating (see detail on p.21)
∙ Hinged and assisted opening by gas strut (see details p.22)
∙ Safety grids (see detail on p.24)

503

244
1605 835

Area of installation
∙ Carriageways of roads (including pedestrian streets), hard
shoulders and parking areas for all types of road vehicles.
Group 4 and lower as per EN124

4045 2975 2055 985

229
1605 685

To 4th beam centre

488

214
1455 685

Z

3895 2975 1905 985

197
985

To 3rd beam centre

473

182
835

Y

3895 2825 1905 835

167
835

To 2nd beam centre

458

152

X

3745 2825 1755 835

137

W

685

Overall dimensions of cover (a + 360mm) x (b + 220mm) x (beam box height = h + 30 mm)

685

Beam
centres
(mm)

304

274

246
261
276
291
4 covers
306
321
336
351
366
Beam centres (see opposite page)
Clear opening in
cm

289

259

244

229

214

197

IPE360
(h = 470)

443

3 covers

184
199
214
229
244
259
274

Removable
beam used
mm

3595 2675 1755 835

2 covers

122
137
152
167
182

5 covers
4 beams

4 covers
3 beams

3 covers
2 beams
182

clear
opening
cm

167

b

152

a

137

2 covers
1 beam

Handling
∙ Pair of EM keys (weight 8 kg per pair) (see detail on p.23)
See details on handling operation on technical ﬁle.
Technical ﬁle (see section D1 to D10)
· Installation recommendations - Rebate preparation
· Installation and shuttering - Operation of covers
· Maintenance - Full technical speciﬁcation
Options

Handling key

OTC locking

Safety grids

Premark®Anti-Skid

Levelling bolts

C15

Ermatic® range and other modular solutions 2013

Multiple covers with removable beams recessed for concrete infill
E600

recommended rebate

Z to 4th beam centre
Y to 3rd beam centre
X to 2nd beam centre
W to 1st beam centre

170

170

optional
levelling bolts

250

250

h+70

450
b

h

250

h+30

a

a

removable beam

cover opening direction

180

80 150
maxi

250

150

h+70

110

Dimensions in mm

C16

ejco.com

Cover recessed for filling with 40 MPA concrete
See technical file on p.D8

b
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Multiple covers with removable beams recessed for concrete infill
E600
Reference: ER6R (a x b) in cm
Standard clear opening dimensions a x b (in cm)- For other clear opening dimensions, please enquire

518

503

488

473

458

443

428

Removable
beam used
mm
413

398

383

368

411

396

381

366

351

5 covers
4 beams
336

321

306

291

304

274

289

4 covers
3 beams
259

244

229

214

197

3 covers
2 beams
182

IPE360
h = 470

2 covers

122
137
152
167
182

1840
IPE400
h = 510

3 covers

184
199
214
229
244
259
274

2440
IPE450
h= 560
IPE 400
IPE450
h=560

246
261
276
291
4 covers
306
321
336
351
366
Beam centres (see opposite page)

IPE550
h= 660

443

458

473

488

503

518

3595 2675 1755 835

3745 2825 1755 835

3895 2825 1905 835

3895 2975 1905 985

4045 2975 2055 985

4195 3125 2055 985

428
3445 2525 1755 835

351
2675 1755 835

413

336
2525 1605 835

3295 2525 1605 835

321
2525 1605 685

398

306
2375 1455 685

3295 2375 1605 685

291
2225 1455 685

383

304
2055 985

3145 2375 1455 685

289
1905 985

368

274
1905 835

Speciﬁcation
∙ ERMATIC E600 multiple access covers with removable beams
∙ Covers recessed for concrete inﬁll
∙ Clear opening (a x b) in mm : reference ER6R (a x b) in cm
∙ Machined horizontal and vertical contact faces
∙ Ductile cast iron according to ISO 1083 and EN 1563
∙ Galvanised mild steel beams
∙ Quality assurance by third party certiﬁcation to ISO 9001.
Options
∙ Recommended: locking by 4 stainless steel bolts
∙ Standard locking (VCHC)
∙ Security locking (VOTC)
∙ Level adjusting bolts (see detail on p.19)
∙ Safety grids (see detail on p. 24)

2995 2225 1455 685

259
1755 835

Area of installation
Areas imposing high wheel loads e.g. docks, aircraft pavements.
Group 5 and lower as per EN124.

411

244
1605 835

To 4th beam centre

3125 2055 985

229
1605 685

Z

396

214
1455 685

To 3rd beam centre

2975 1905 985

197
985

Y

381

182
835

To 2nd beam centre

2975 1905 835

167
835

X

366

152

W

2825 1755 835

137

Overall dimensions of cover (a + 360mm) x (b + 220mm) x (beam box height = h + 30 mm)

685

Beam
centres
(mm)

3360

685

Clear opening in
cm

IPE500
h= 610

Technical ﬁle (see section D1 to D10)
· Installation recommendations - Rebate preparation
· Installation and shuttering - Concrete inﬁll
· Operation of covers - Maintenance - Full technical speciﬁcation

Options

Handling key

CHC locking

Levelling bolts

Safety grids

OTC locking

Handling
∙ Pair of EM keys (weight 8 kg per pair) (see detail on p.23)
See details on handling operation on technical ﬁle.

ejco.com
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Ermatic range - Covers with removable beams

clear
opening
cm

167

b

152

a

137

2 covers
1 beam

Ermatic® range and other modular solutions 2013

Multiple covers with removable beams: solid top anti-slip surface
E600

recommended rebate

Z to 4th beam centre
Y to 3rd beam centre
X to 2nd beam centre
W to 1st beam centre

170

170
250

optional
levelling bolts

250

450

h+70

b

250

h+30

h

a

a

removable beam

cover opening direction

180

160 max

250

150

h+70

110

C18

Dimensions in mm

ejco.com

Solid top anti-slip surface

b
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Multiple covers with removable beams: solid top anti-slip surface
E600
Reference: ER6S (a x b) in cm
Standard clear opening dimensions a x b (in cm)- For other clear opening dimensions, please enquire

518

503

488

473

458

443

428

413

398

383

368

411

396

381

366

351

336

321

306

291

304

274

289

259

244

229

214

197

182

IPE360
h = 470

2 covers

122
137
152
167
182

1840
IPE400
h=510

3 covers

184
199
214
229
244
259
274
246
261
276
291
306
321
336
351
366

IPE400
IPE450
h=560
IPE500
h=610
3360
IPE550
h=660

Beam centres (see opposite page)

428

443

458

473

488

503

518

3595 2675 1755 835

3745 2825 1755 835

3895 2825 1905 835

3895 2975 1905 985

4045 2975 2055 985

4195 3125 2055 985

351
2675 1755 835

3445 2525 1755 835

336
2525 1605 835

413

321
2525 1605 685

3295 2525 1605 835

306
2375 1455 685

398

291
2225 1455 685

3295 2375 1605 685

304
2055 985

383

289
1905 985

368

274
1905 835

ejco.com

3145 2375 1455 685

259
1755 835

Speciﬁcation
∙ Ermatic E600 multiple access covers with removable beams
∙ Solid top cover with anti-slip surface
∙ Clear opening (a x b) in mm: reference ER6S (a x b) in cm
∙ Machined horizontal and vertical contact faces
∙ Ductile cast iron according to ISO 1083 and EN 1563
∙ Galvanised mild steel Beams
∙ Quality assurance by third party certiﬁcation to ISO 9001.
Options
∙ Recommended: locking by 4 stainless steel bolts
∙ Standard locking (VCHC)
∙ Security locking (VOTC)
∙ Level adjusting bolts (see detail on p.19)
∙ Hinged and assisted opening by gas strut
(see details on p.22)
∙ Premark® Anti-Skid coating (see detail on p.21)
∙ Safety grids (see detail on p.24)

2995 2225 1455 685

244
1605 835

Area of installation
Areas imposing high wheel loads e.g. docks, aircraft pavements.
Group 5 and lower as per EN124

411

229
1605 685

To 4th beam centre

3125 2055 985

214
1455 685

Z

396

197
985

To 3rd beam centre

2975 1905 985

182
835

Y

381

167
835

To 2nd beam centre

2975 1905 835

152

X

366

137

W

685

Beam
centres
(mm)

Overall dimensions of cover (a + 360mm) x (b + 220mm) x (beam box height = h + 30 mm)

685

Clear opening in
cm

2825 1755 835

4 covers

2440
IPE450
h=560

Handling
∙ Pair of EM keys (weight 8 kg per pair) (see detail on page 23)
See details on handling operation on technical ﬁle.
Technical ﬁle (see section D1 to D10)
· Installation recommendations - Rebate preparation
· Installation and shuttering
· Operation of covers - Maintenance - Full technical speciﬁcation
Options

Handling key

CHC locking

OTC locking

Levelling bolts

Safety grids

Premark®Anti-Skid

C19
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clear
opening
cm

Removable
beam used
mm

5 covers
4 beams

4 covers
3 beams

3 covers
2 beams

167

b

152

a

137

2 covers
1 beam

Ermatic® range and other modular solutions 2013

Multiple covers with removable beams recessed for concrete infill
F900

recommended rebate

Z to 4th beam centre
Y to 3rd beam centre
X to 2nd beam centre
W to 1st beam centre

170

170

optional
levelling bolts

250

250

h+70

450

250

b

hh

h+30

a

a

removable beam

cover opening direction

180

80 150
max

250

150

h+70

110

Dimensions in mm

C20
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Cover recessed for filling with 40 MPA concrete
See technical file on p. D8
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Multiple covers with removable beams recessed for concrete infill
F900
Reference: ER9R (a x b) in cm
Standard clear opening dimensions a x b (in cm)- For other clear opening dimensions, please enquire

Removable
beam used
mm
518

503

488

473

458

443

428

413

398

383

368

411

396

381

366

351

5 covers
4 beams
336

321

306

291

304

274

289

259

244

229

214

197

182

IPE360
h = 470

2 covers

122
137
152
167
182

1840
IPE400
h=510

3 covers

184
199
214
229
244
259
274

IPE400
IPE450
h=560
IPE500
h=610

246
261
276
291
306
321
336
351
366

3360
IPE550
h=660

Beam centres (see opposite page)

443

458

473

488

503

518

3595 2675 1755 835

3745 2825 1755 835

3895 2825 1905 835

3895 2975 1905 985

4045 2975 2055 985

4195 3125 2055 985

2675 1755 835

428

351

2525 1605 835

3445 2525 1755 835

336

2525 1605 685

413

321

2375 1455 685

3295 2525 1605 835

306

2225 1455 685

398

291

2055 985

3295 2375 1605 685

304

1905 985

383

289

1905 835

368

274

1755 835

3145 2375 1455 685

259

1605 835

Speciﬁcation
∙ Ermatic F900 multiple access covers with removable beams
∙ Covers recessed for concrete inﬁll
∙ Clear opening (a x b) in mm: reference ER9R (a x b) in cm
∙ Machined horizontal and vertical contact faces
∙ Ductile cast iron according to ISO 1083 and EN 1563
∙ Galvanised mild steel beams
∙ Quality assurance by third party certiﬁcation to ISO 9001
Option
∙ Recommended: locking by 4 stainless steel bolts
∙ Standard locking (VCHC)
∙ Security locking (VOTC)
∙ Level adjusting bolts (see detail on p.19)
∙ Safety grids (see detail on p.24)

2995 2225 1455 685

244

1605 685

Area of installation
Areas imposing particularly high wheel loads e.g. docks,
aircraft pavements. Group 6 and lower as per EN124

411

229

1455 685

To 4th beam centre

3125 2055 985

214

Z

396

197
985

To 3rd beam centre

2975 1905 985

182
835

Y

381

167
835

To 2nd beam centre

2975 1905 835

152

X

366

137

W

685

Beam
centres
(mm)

Overall dimensions of cover (a + 360mm) x (b + 220mm) x (beam box height = h + 30 mm)

685

Clear opening in
cm

2825 1755 835

4 covers

2440
IPE450
h=560

Technical file (see section D1 to D10)
· Installation recommendations - Rebate preparation
· Installation and shuttering - Concrete inﬁll
· Operation of covers - Maintenance - Full technical speciﬁcation

Options

Handling key

CHC locking

Levelling bolts

Safety grids

OTC locking

Handling
∙ Pair of EM keys (weight 8 kg per pair) (see detail on p.23)
See details on handling operation on technical ﬁle.
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Ermatic range - Covers with removable beams

clear
opening
cm

4 covers
3 beams

3 covers
2 beams

167

b

152

a

137

2 covers
1 beam

Ermatic® range and other modular solutions 2013

Multiple covers with removable beams: solid top anti-slip surface
F900

recommended rebate

Z to 4th beam centre
Y to 3rd beam centre
X to 2nd beam centre
W to 1st beam centre

170

170
250

optional
levelling bolts

250

450

h+70

b

250

h+30

h

a

a

removable beam

cover opening direction

180

160 max

250

150

h+70

110

C22

Dimensions in mm

ejco.com

Solid top anti-slip surface

b
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Multiple covers with removable beams: solid top anti-slip surface
F900
Reference: ER9S (a x b) in cm
Standard clear opening dimensions a x b (in cm)- For other clear opening dimensions, please enquire

518

503

488

473

458

443

428

Removable
beam used
mm
413

398

383

368

411

396

381

366

351

5 covers
4 beams
336

321

306

291

304

274

289

4 covers
3 beams
259

244

229

197

182

167

IPE360
h = 470

2 covers

122
137
152
167
182

1840
IPE400
h=510

3 covers

184
199
214
229
244
259
274

4 covers

2440
IPE450
h=560
IPE400
IPE450
h=560
IPE500
h=610

246
261
276
291
306
321
336
351
366

3360
IPE550
h=660

Beam centres (see opposite page)

137

152

167

182

197

214

229

244

259

274

289

304

291

306

321

336

351

366

381

396

411

368

383

398

413

428

443

458

473

488

503

518

W

685

835

835

985

X

To 2nd beam centre

1455 685

1605 685

1605 835

1755 835

1905 835

1905 985

2055 985

Y

To 3rd beam centre

2225 1455 685

2375 1455 685

2525 1605 685

2525 1605 835

2675 1755 835

2825 1755 835

2975 1905 835

2975 1905 985

3125 2055 985

Z

To 4th beam centre

2995 2225 1455 685

3145 2375 1455 685

3295 2375 1605 685

3295 2525 1605 835

3445 2525 1755 835

3595 2675 1755 835

3745 2825 1755 835

3895 2825 1905 835

3895 2975 1905 985

4045 2975 2055 985

4195 3125 2055 985

Beam
centres
(mm)

Overall dimensions of cover (a + 360mm) x (b + 220mm) x (beam box height = h + 30 mm)

685

Clear opening in
cm

Area of installation
Areas imposing particularly high wheel loads e.g. docks,
aircraft pavements. Group 6 and lower as per EN124
Specification
∙ Ermatic F900 multiple access covers with removable beams
∙ Solid top cover with anti-slip surface
∙ Clear opening (a x b) in mm: reference ER9S (a x b) in cm
∙ Machined horizontal and vertical contact faces
∙ Ductile cast iron according to ISO 1083 and EN 1563
∙ Galvanised mild steel beams
∙ Quality assurance by third party certiﬁcation to ISO 9001
Option
∙ Recommended: locking by 4 stainless steel bolts
∙ Standard locking (VCHC)
∙ Security locking (VOTC)
∙ Level adjusting bolts (see detail on p.19)
∙ Hinged and assisted opening by gas strut (see detail on .22)
∙ Premark® Anti-Skid coating (see detail on p.21)
∙ Safety grids see detail on p.22)
Handling
∙ Pair of EM keys (weight 8 kg per pair) (see detail on p.23)
See details on handling operation on technical ﬁle.

ejco.com

Technical file (see section D1 to D10)
· Installation recommendations - Rebate preparation
· Installation and shuttering
· Operation of covers - Maintenance - Full technical speciﬁcation

Options

Handling key

CHC locking

OTC locking

Levelling bolts

Safety grids

Premark®Anti-Skid

C23

Ermatic range - Covers with removable beams

clear
opening
cm

152

b

137

a

214

3 covers
2 beams

2 covers
1 beam

Ermatic® range and other modular solutions 2013

Notes

C24
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Ermatic® range
Technical ﬁle

D1

Ermatic® range and other modular solutions 2013

ERMATIC® range
Technical assistance with installations

Technical assistance with installations
For the installation of access covers and frames, EJ can
provide, upon request, various levels of technical assitance.
Objective of the site assistance
· Assist the contractor in the installation and grouting of
the covers and frames.
· Help maintain the right factory controlled tolerances.
· Assist the contractor and end-user with practical operation,
maintenance and handling instructions.

D2
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ERMATIC® range
Installation recommendations

1 Rebate
· For all covers and frames, prepare a
peripheral rebate in accordance with the
suggested dimensions.
· For beamed multiples and special ducts
with angles and returns, see the specific
drawing details provided during the
design or accompanying the delivery.

The frames are assembled around their respective covers in
order to provide a continuous peripheral contact between the
seatings and side contact faces. When correctly installed, the
tight manufacturing controlled tolerances will be maintained,
thus ensuring cover stability and non-rock and will prevent the
ingress of debris and running rainwater (under normal rainwater
conditions). In order to protect the machined surfaces from
contamination with silt and mud, cover and frame components
must be positioned or stored on clean surfaces.

Frame height: 80 mm

80
100
100 80

200
200

Frame height: 125 mm

150

170 150

125

clear
clearopening
opening
aaxxbb

250

Frame height: 150 mm

clear opening
axb

250

clear opening
axb

Ermatic range - Technical ﬁle

There is no standard or deﬁnitive guide to the installation of access
covers and frames. These recommendations are designed to
assist in the installation of ERMATIC covers in general situations
that present no particular technical difﬁculties. All frames and
beam wallboxes must be adequately, solidly and continuously
supported to a degree sufﬁcient for the designed load conditions
in each particular case. ERMATIC covers and frames are made
from machined elements, assembled to strict tolerances.

2 to 2.3 Installation and shuttering
· See following pages

3 Grouting: Important
· The covers must be in their correct
position(s) within the frame
(and locked when necessary) whilst
the frames are grouted in position.
· Force the grout beneath the frame.
· Fill in the rebate in successive layers.

· Do not forget to vibrate the grout.
· If there is insufficient time to allow the
concrete to fully cure before trafficking,
use a rapid non-shrinking setting grout
such as EMACO T926 or similar.

shuttering

4

Filling of covers: Recessed series
· Please see instructions for inﬁlling recessed covers on p.D8

5

Finishing and reopening to traffic·
· Allow the grout and concrete to fully cure.
· Before ﬁnishing the top road layer, take the covers out of the frame
· When this is complete and the material has fully cured, position the covers back
in the frame, ensuring the contact faces are clean and have been greased.
For the grease: use an appropriate graphite grade.

ejco.com
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ERMATIC® range
Installation recommendations: 1/2/3 part covers and frames

2

Installation and shuttering
· Correctly centre the cover and frame within the rebate
· In order to level the product to the correct road level, we strongly
recommend the use of our optional level adjusting bolt kit.
Otherwise use shims, position those under each frame joint and
add until you reach the desired level.

2.1

2.2

· Shutter the gap between the bottom of the
frame and the concrete of the chamber.
· Check that the machined faces of the cover
and frame are free from silt or mud. Clean if
neccessary.

· Position the covers within their respective
frames. If applicable, refer to the assembly
drawing.
· Check that covers do not rock, and covers
are in continuous contact with the frames.
If necessary, adjust the shims and use
clamps to obtain the correct condition.
· Tighten the locking bolts (if applicable)
or the installation screws (if fitted)

D4
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ERMATIC® range
Installation recommendations: duct covers and frames

2

Installation and shuttering
· Duct covers and frames are usually shipped in "pre-assembled" modules (or elements).
· Position the first module 1 in the rebate in accordance with the assembly drawing.
Do not cut the metal bands connecting the covers with the frames.
· Center the duct assembly within the clear opening of the duct chamber (fig.a)
In order to level the product to the correct oad level, we strongly recommend the use of our optional level adjusting bolt kit.
Otherwise, use metal shims; position those under each frame joint and add until you reach the desired level.(fig. a)
· Position the second module 2 in the rebate.
· Repeat the above section on centering and level adjusting.
· Bolt the second module to the first one 3
· Complete the installation by repeating the previous instructions and proceed element by element.
· Finish the installation with the generic Ermatic recommendations, elements by elements, after removal of metal bands and covers.

Ermatic range - Technical file

2

1

3

2.3

fig.a

0,00 shim to correct level 0,00

· Mask the keyways with the plastic plugs.
And, if applicable, fit the oval plastic plugs in
the bottom of the covers (recessed covers
only)
align

ejco.com
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ERMATIC® range
Installation recommendations: covers with removable beams

2 Installation and shuttering

B 125 to C 250 beam detail

· Start the assembly from one end of the chamber in accordance
with the assembly drawing.
· Install and correctly center the 1st beam (still bolted to the
wallboxes) within the rebate1.
· Correctly level the beam by adjusting the beam leveling bolts 2.
· Install and bolt to the wallbox, the adjacent end bars 3.
· Bolt the side frame bars (parallel to the beam) to the end bars 4.
· Check to ensure that the frame assembly is centered within the
chamber (fig.a).
· Shim to the correct level, (fig a) underneath each frame corner
and underneath each frame joint using metal (or similar)
packers.
· Complete (if necessary) the installation of the next beams and
frame elements by repeating the following 3 operations :
· Install and center correctly within the rebate, the 2nd, 3rd beam
etc. (still bolted to the wallboxes) 5.
· Correctly level the beam by adjusting the beam leveling bolts 2.
· Bolt to the corresponding end bars.
· Install by bolting the 2 new end bars 6.
· Finish and complete the construction of the frame by bolting to
the end bars, the side frame bars (parallel to the beam) 7.

D400 to F900 beam detail

2

2.1

2.2

· Shutter the gap between the bottom of the
frame and the concrete of the chamber.
· Check that the machined faces of the cover
and frame are free from silt or mud. Clean if
neccessary.

· Position the covers within their respective
frames. If applicable, refer to the assembly
drawing.
· Check that covers do not rock, and covers
are in continuous contact within the frames.
If necessary, adjust the shims and use
clamps to obtain the correct condition.
· Tighten the locking bolts (if applicable)
or the installation screws (if fitted)

D6
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ERMATIC® range
Installation recommendations: covers with removable beams

3
1
4

3
5

6

3

Ermatic range - Technical file

1

7

6

2.3

fig.a

0,00 shim to correct level 0,00

· Mask the keyways with the plastic plugs.
And, if applicable, fit the oval plastic plugs in
the bottom of the covers (recessed covers
only)
align

ejco.com
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ERMATIC® range
Recommendations for the concrete infill of covers

In this document, the recommendations are given as guidelines
only and reﬂect the latest research available to us; nevertheless,
we cannot accept any liability from their application. The
description and choice of materials must be appropriate to the
speciﬁc conditions of each application (conditions of use and
installation). The concrete inﬁll is part of the complete product, so
a particular care should be taken regarding its manufacture and
application.
The expected quality shall be the same as required for construction
work concrete with high mechanical performances (> 40 Mpa
after 28 days on a test cylinder of 150 x 300 mm).
Therefore, its composition should be analysed to achieve the
highest possible performance with regards to the speciﬁc
concreting conditions of your application.
1 Support
The recesses must be clean, exempt from any trace of products
such as grease, oil, sand, dust .... Any non adhesive particles
must be removed.
2 Composition of the concrete
As an indication, the typical concrete mix design may be
characterised by :
Cement
· a cement CEM I or II 52,2 proportion near to 450 kg/m3.
· its chemical composition shall be adapted to the area of
installation, e.g. cement type PM (marine and chloride
environments) for works exposed to a sea atmosphere.
Granules
· A G/S (gravel / sand) ratio < 1,5.
· The diameter of the biggest granule shall be < 12,5 mm.
· The required acceptance criteria must be those of construction
work concrete, of which the characterised resistance after
28 days is over 40 Mpa.
· If the granule(s) is (are) classiﬁed as potentially reactive (PR),
then the total rate of active alkalines in the concrete must be
limited to a maximum of 3 kg/m3 (this requirement will often
lead to the choice of low alkali cement (< 0,6 %) .
Water
· The ratio of water / cement (W/C) must be smaller than 0,4.
· The water used must be drinking water.
Admixtures
In order to reduce the W/C ratio and in respect to the
maintenance of the rheology for the time necessary to ﬁll the
several covers with concrete of the same batch, admixtures
must be certiﬁed to the NF Mark or complying with national
standards (BS/ASTM/AFNOR ...), such as plasticisers, High
Range Water Reducers, set retarding admixtures.
The dosage of these products (expressed as a percentage of the
cement weight) must be kept inside the limits deﬁned by the

D8
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supplier or in the product technical information sheet, in order
to avoid detrimental effects on the other properties of concrete.
3 Installation
Temperature of the concrete at the time of delivery :
between 10 and 32°C.
Temperature of the concrete appliances:
· Except for special circumstances, concreting must not be
carried out on appliances:
· which temperature is < 5°C, or
· which temperature varies by more than 10°C from
the temperature of the concrete.
Vibrating :
· After ﬁlling, the concrete must be vibrated, preferrably
on a vibration table. In case of vibration needles (pervibrators),
the picking must be done regularly on the cover surface while
avoiding any contact with the cast iron.
· The vibration should obtain a maximum compacity and a
perfect ﬁlling of the recesses, without causing any
segregation.
Finishing :
· The ﬁlling must be carried out without excess
· A level surface must be assured and checked by means
of a straight·edge. The maximum ﬂuctuation allowed is 3 mm.
· The obtained surface must be equivalent to that of
the carriageway level.
4 Curing of concrete
Immediately after manufacturing and cufﬁng the free surface,
the latter must be protected from free circulation of air and from
any evaporation / desiccation.
This can be achieved :
· Either by storing the covers in a place where the atmosphere
has a humidity ratio near to 95 %.
· Either by pulverising it with a curing compound of which the
efﬁciency has been proved (re. list of approval and reference
for the execution of carriageways or airﬁeld pavements in
concrete).
In case of concreting at low temperatures, every precaution
must be taken to make sure that the temperature of the
concrete remains above 5°C.
5 Release
The works must only be released when the resistance of the
concrete inﬁll will have attained 40MPa.
Technical assistance · Other information
If you require any further information, please contact your
nearest technical centre.
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ERMATIC® range
Operation of Ermatic® covers

Opening direction
· Covers can only be opened in one direction, as indicated by an
arrow as shown below.
· Remove the plastic keyhole caps.
Cover handling
· To handle the covers, use a pair of EM keys with the blocking
and jacking bolts.

Maintenance
· Before delivery, all the machined faces of the 1/2/3 part cover
and frame are greased (duct covers and beamed multiples are
greased by the contractor on site). Covers are partially painted
with water soluble black paint.
· In service, after each cover opening and when performance
and environmental requirement demand, it is necessary to clean
and apply an appropriate grease (see section on grease) to the
machined faces of the cover and frame.
Covers with locking bolts
· Note the position of the covers in the frame, these are not
interchangeable.
· Unscrew the locking bolts with :
- For CHC: a six sided key. (size 10/12 or 14)
- For OTC: a special OTC key.
Note: the OTC bolt is a left hand thread.
Interchangeability of covers
· 1/2/3 part covers and frames not locked, class < D400:
the covers are interchangeable within the original frames.
· 1/2/3 part covers and frames locked, class ≥ à D400
Duct covers (< 3 covers long), beamed multiples covers:
the covers are not interchangeable.
They have to be positioned precisely, in accordance with the
marking system visibly stamped into each cover and frame at
the production site.

ejco.com

Figure a

Ermatic range - Technical file

Opening
· Note: the covers only open in one direction; as shown by the
arrow on figure a.
· Clean the keyways with a screw driver.
· Completely insert the EM keys.
· Tighten by hand the blocking bolt (A) to lock the key in position.
Do not over tighten the blocking bolt, as this will damage the
key.
· Tighten the jacking bolt (B) to put tension on the cover/frame
joint.
· Lift the one edge of the cover from the frame.
· Pull the cover from the frame along the greased machined
seatings.

EM keys

(A) blocking bolt

(B) jacking bolt

Closing
Before closing:
· Clean and grease the machined faces of
the cover and frame.
· Unscrew the jacking bolt on the EM key
so that it is not on the way during the
operation. (B)
· Position the covers in place, respecting
(if appropriate) the marking system visibly
stamped into each cover and frame.
· Replace the plastic keyhole caps.
Characteristics of graphite grease :
· Resistance to loading and shock.
· Good adherence.
· Insoluble in water.
· Good resistance to extreme
temperatures.
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ERMATIC® range
Specification details for bills of quantities

Item

quantity

Description

.....................

..................

Ermatic covers and frames

Reference : ER

Clear opening dimensions

(a x b in mm) :

..................

Mechanical Characteristics:
Construction principles as per EN124: 1994 Class :
(B 125, C 250, D 400, E 600, F 900)
(F 900 covers when concreted for the recessed series)
Beams:
(only applicable to beamed multiple units)
Conforming to the following French standards
ERMATIC® B 125 : Loading 500 daN/m2
ERMATIC® C 250 ; CCTG Chapter 61 clause II
ERMATIC® D 400 ; CCTG Chapter 61 clause II
ERMATIC® E 600 and F 900 : ADP and STBA
On application: Eurocode 3 compliance
Covers:
·Type:
(Recessed, solid top covers with anti-slip surface)
·Locking:
(standard locking VCHC or security locking VOTC)
·OTC key for special security
(Only when OTC is specified )

unit
price

total
price

...............

........

...............

.........

............

..........

.......................

......................
......................

Material:
·Covers and frames:
SG cast iron according to ISO 1083 and EN 1563
·Beams and other steel components :
Conforming to NF EN 10025/ NFA45255/201/201
(Only for beamed multiples )
Cover stability:
Assured by machining the seating contact faces of the cover and
frame.
Sealed against water and debris:
By the interposition of a film of an appropriate grease on the
contact faces of the cover and frame.

..................

Pair of EM Keys for handling:
By sliding on the machined faces of the cover and frame easily
using a pair of EM keys with blocking and jacking bolts.
Painting:
·Cast iron covers and frames :
Painted with water soluble paint except machined surfaces
and surfaces in contact with concrete
Covers supplied disassembled: Machined surfaces
coated with a protective film.
Special high performance corrosion protection available on
request.
·Beams and other steel components :
Steel components protected by hot-dip galvanizing
to ISO 1461.
Installation, concrete filling of recessed covers and
operation:
As per the manufacturer’s recommendations.
Technical assistance on site:
Upon request from the manufacturer for large or complex covers.
Quality assurance/Certificate of conformity (on application):
System of quality assurance conforms with the requirements of
ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 certified by third party.
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CT4B range

Introducing the CT4B range

E6

1/2/3 parts cover concrete inﬁll

E8

Continuous duct covers concrete inﬁll

E10

Multiple covers with removable beams
concrete inﬁll

E12

Installation recommendations

CT4B range

E2
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CT4B range
a new modular solution

The CT series, a new modular range, designed to meet the
demands of the modern infrastructure.
With an increasing number of vehicles on the road today and an ever more complex
and dense network of utilities in our expanding urban areas, accessing an
underground utility asset through access covers has become a real challenge for
network operators.
In addition, the sheer number of vehicles on the road, including a higher number of
heavy goods vehicles, is putting the civil infrastructure and the manhole access
solution under constant stress.
Additionally, the cost of disrupting communities is increasing every time an
access, repair or maintenance is required - whether this is to service the network
asset itself (e.g.a pump) or simply to replace a rocking cover. Choosing a traditional
solution however good the design is, may prove a costly choice in the long run due
to the ongoing strain of heavily trafﬁcked areas. In response to this problem EJ
has combined its decades of experience in supplying access covers to projects
worldwide, and have designed the new CT4B range of access solutions.
Ideas for:
∙ Large and unrestricted access areas
∙ Installations where the volume of trafﬁc is high
∙ Reducing the long term maintenance costs
∙ Minimising trafﬁc disruptions due to access cover failures

E2
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Ultimate stability:
The CT4B range of access covers is the result of decades of manufacturing tripod
product. Modern design technology enables us ensure the strength where it is
needed. A special ribbing system disperses the load with minimal stress to the civil
engineering work.

Ultimate durability:
We recognise that excessive use of equipment will cause wear and tear.
Our designers have therefore designed a unique and patented technology of
durable component parts. In the same way that heavy goods vehicles will cover
hundreds of thousands of kilometres, these units will be serviced accordingly.
The same applies for the CT4B series: their seatings are uniquely designed to be
replaced when worn (optional). Therefore, there is a minimal disruption and cost
compared to a full replacement - which in many cases occurs too late as damage
will already have been caused to the surrounding infrastructure.

Our research and collaboration give us the edge in creating
the best infrastructure solutions available - solutions that
lead the industry, act as best-in-class benchmarks, and
satisfy the most demanding customer expectation.
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CT4B range
a new modular solution

The basic construction uses a ductile iron recessed double triangular cover system with a mild steel galvanised frame. It can be
combined to make small units (1/2/3 part covers) duct units or even large removable beam multiple units.

Cover with removable beams

CT4B range

1/2/3 covers unit

Duct cover

Stability and strength
· Covers are designed to conform to D400 loading applications.
Made of spheroidal graphite cast iron according to ISO1083
standard and provided with a water based coating.
· Covers are high quality concrete infill (infill height 85mm).
The concrete infill is undertaken in accordance with the
requirements of EN124 and with EJ guidelines detailed in this
brochure: see our CT technical file at the end of this section.
· Galvanised steel frames and beams.

infill height=
85mm

galvanised steel
frames and beams

ejco.com
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CT4B range
special features

Silence and durability of installations are achieved thanks to:
· 3-point suspension (or tripod) seating for ultimate stability
· Minimised lateral movement thanks to the silent-block
technology, thus minimising friction and subsequent wear of
the seating points.
· The beam is bolted in its housing and creates a mono-bloc
construction, thus making the structure more rigid and more
durable.

3-point suspension

The skid resistance can be further enhanced with the
Premark® Anti-Skid coating (optional: to be installed on site).
· The Premark® Anti-Skid coating can be chosen in a variety of
colours and can help identiﬁcation or mark a danger zone on the
road, if the access solution is at a crucial junction of roads.
· Concrete in-fill covers to allow similar friction between the
surrounding road surface and large multi-span covers.
Handling
The complete opening of the covers is made using standard
slings. The key holes are easily cleaned, using a simple
screwdriver.

concrete inﬁll

On large multi-span access solutions, safety is even more
crucial than on any other infrastructure covers.
Large beam multiple units often protect large electro-mechanical
devices (ﬁlters, pumps, valves, etc.). At EJ, we do not
compromise on safety. This is why we propose a vast array of
safety and full protection devices to allow the regular and safe
maintenance or inspections in the pits. EJ has harnessed all its
know-how and ﬁeld driven technologies to create and propose a
vast array of standard yet bespoke safety equipments. Our range
of safety grids, safety rails, steps, ladders,etc. are designed
according to site speciﬁc and unique security strategies.
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Premark® anti-skid
surface

CT4B range
Paris - France
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150

150

CT4B - 1/2/3 part covers concrete infill
400 kN

250

a

250

120

E6
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165

85

150

120

90

250

b

250

150
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CT4B - 1/2/3 part covers concrete infill
400 kN
Area of installation
400 kN: Design load 40 tonnes. Carriageways of roads
(including pedestrian streets), hard shoulders and parking areas,
for all types of roads vehicles.
Specification
CT4B 400kN access cover and frame
· Cover recessed for concrete inﬁll on site
· Clear opening (a x b) in mm: Reference CT4B (a x b) in mm
· Rectangular monoblock frame by welding
· Double triangular cover design for stability and non-rocking
· Silent block system prevents rocking of the frame and noise
due to trafﬁc of vehicles.
· Non rigid coupling of the cover by bolt
· Covers: Ductile cast iron according to ISO 1083 and EN 1563.
· Frame: Rolled steel angle to ISO 630.
· Frame incorporates levelling bolts to avoid shimming
· Quality assurance by third party certiﬁcation to ISO 9001

clear opening
axb (mm)

overall frame dim.
length x width x height
(mm)

1000 x 980
2000 x 980
3000 x 980

1180 x 1220 x 90
2186 x 1220 x 90
3186 x 1220 x 90

number
of covers

reference

CT4B 100 098
CT4B 200 098
CT4B 300 098

Option
· Safety railings
· Safety grid
· Premark® Anti-Skid coating (optional: to be installed on site).
CT4B range

Handling
· The key holes in the cover allow quick opening by means of
a mechanical lifting device (e.g.davit). Removing all covers
enables the largest clear opening.
Technical file
· See our installation guideline at the end of this section.
Options

Safety railings

Safety grids

Premark®
anti-skid surface

ejco.com
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CT4B - Continuous duct covers and frames concrete infill
400 kN

250

a

120

E8
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165

85

90

150

120

250

b

250

150
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CT4B - Continuous duct covers and frames concrete infill
400 kN
Area of installation
400 kN: Design load 40 tonnes. Carriageways of roads
(including pedestrian streets), hard shoulders and parking areas,
for all types of roads vehicles.
Specification
· CT4B 400kN access cover and frame
· Cover recessed for concrete inﬁll inﬁll on site
· Clear opening (a x b) in mm: Reference CT4B (a x b) in mm
· Rectangular monoblock frame by welding
· Double triangular cover design for stability and non-rocking
. Silent block system prevents rocking of the frame and noise
due to trafﬁc of vehicles
. Non rigid coupling of the cover by bolt
· Covers: Ductile cast iron according to ISO 1083 and EN 1563.
· Frame: Rolled steel angle to ISO 630.
· Frame incorporates levelling bolts to avoid shimming
· Quality assurance by third party certiﬁcation to ISO 9001

clear
opening
axb (mm)

overall frame
length x width x
heigth (mm)

number
of
covers

reference

4000 x 980
5000 x 980
6000 x 980
7000 x 980
8000 x 980
9000 x 980
10000 x 980

4180 x 1220 x 90
5180 x 1220 x 90
6180 x 1220 x 90
7180 x 1220 x 90
8180 x 1220 x 90
9180 x 1220 x 90
10180 x 1220 x 90

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

CT4B 400 098
CT4B 500 098
CT4B 600 098
CT4B 700 098
CT4B 800 098
CT4B 900 098
CT4B 1000 098

For longer dimensions you can apply the following formula:
Clear opening a = n x 1000 - b = 980
Overall dimensions:
length = (n x 1000) + 180
width = 1220
height = 90
n= number of covers

Option
· Safety railings
· Safety grid
· Premark® Anti-Skid coating (optional: to be installed on site).
CT4B range

Handling
· The key holes in the cover allow quick opening by means of
a mechanical lifting device (e.g.davit). Removing all covers
enables the largest clear opening.
Technical file
· See our installation guideline at the end of this section.
Options

Safety railings

Safety grids

Premark®
anti-skid surface

ejco.com
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120

CT4B - Multiple covers with removable beams concrete infill
400 kN

250

250

530
120
b
250

H

h'

120

a

h

120

W to 1st beam centre
X to 2nd beam centre

h'

Y to 3rd beam centre

120

250

113
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CT4B - Multiple covers with removable beams concrete infill
400 kN
clear
opening
(a) mm

(b) mm

2200

3480

4740

6000

7260

covers

2

3

4

5

6

2000

2

1 beam

2 beams

3 beams

4 beams

5 beams

3000

3

1 beam

2 beams

3 beams

4 beams

4000

4

1 beam

2 beams

3 beams

4 beams

5000

5

9780

11040

12300

8

9

10

6 beams

7 beams

8 beams

9 beams

HEA400 (h=520)

5 beams

6 beams

7 beams

8 beams

9 beams

HEA400 (h=520)

5 beams

6 beams

7 beams

8 beams

9 beams

HEA500 (h=620)
HEA600 (h=720)

1 beam

2 beams

3 beams

4 beams

5 beams

6 beams

7 beams

8 beams

9 beams

1109

2368

3627

4886

6145

7404

8663

9922

11181

Area of installation
400 kN: Design load 40 tonnes. Carriageways of roads
(including pedestrian streets), hard shoulders and parking areas,
for all types of roads vehicles.
Specification
· CT4B 400kN access cover and frame
· Cover recessed for concrete inﬁll inﬁll on site
· Clear opening (a x b) in mm: Reference CT4B (a x b) in mm
· Rectangular monoblock frame by welding
· Double triangular cover design for stability and non-rocking
. Silent block system prevents rocking of the frame and noise
due to trafﬁc of vehicles
. Non rigid coupling of the cover by bolt
· Covers: Ductile cast iron according to ISO 1083 and EN 1563.
· Frame: Rolled steel angle to ISO 630.
· Frame incorporates levelling bolts to avoid shimming
· Quality assurance by third party certiﬁcation to ISO 9001

Option
· Safety railings (see section H1-H2)
· Safety grid (see section H1-H2)
· Premark® Anti-Skid coating (optional: to be installed on site).
Handling
· The key holes in the cover allow quick opening by means of
a mechanical lifting device (e.g.davit). Removing all covers
enables the largest clear opening.
Technical file
· See our installation guideline at the end of this section.
Options

Safety railings

ejco.com

beam
used

CT4B range

beam center
W, X, Y

8520
7

Safety grids

Premark®
anti-skid surface
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CT4B range
Installation recommendations: 1/2/3 parts covers and frames

Handling
· The product is delivered to site assembled as one unit
(items up to 3 covers)
· In order to handle the cover, use a double chain equiped with
lifting hook

Shuttering
· Shutter the gap between the bottom of the
frame and the concrete of the chamber
Position the covers within their respective
frames. If applicable, refer to the assembly
drawing.
Grouting
· Force the grout beneath the frame.
· Fill in the rebate in successive layers.
· Do not forget to vibrate the grout.
· If there is insufficient time to allow the concrete to fully cure
before trafficking, use a rapid non shrinking setting grout.

Installation
· Check the rebate according to the drawing
provided .
· Correctly center the cover and the frame
within the rebate
· Level to the correct position by using
levelling bolts

E12
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CT4B range
Installation recommendations: continuous duct covers

CT4B range

Handling
· The item is delivered assembled to site by multiple units
according to the continuous duct size.
· In order to handle the cover, use a double chain equiped with a
lifting hook .

Installation
· Check the rebate according to the drawing
provided.
· Correctly center the frame within the rebate.
· Level to the correct position by using
levelling bolts
· Assemble the parts of the frame by means
of the the screws provided for this purpose.
· Level to the correct position by using levelling bolts.
· Install the covers.

ejco.com

Shuttering
· Shutter the gap between the bottom of the
frame and the concrete of the chamber.
Position the covers within their respective
frames.
If applicable, refer to the assembly drawing.
· Force the grout beneath the frame.
· Fill in the rebate in successive layers.
· Do not forget to vibrate the grout.
Attention: If there is insufficient time to allow the concrete to fully
cure before trafficking, use a rapid setting grout.
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CT4B range
Installation recommendations: multiple covers with removable beams

Handling
· The item is delivered assembled to site by multiple units according to the pit size.
· In order to handle the cover, use a double chain equiped with a lifting hook.
Installation
· Refer to marking drawing.
· Check the assembly reference on box and beam.
· Check the rebate.
· Place the first element (beam + box) in the rebate 1.
· Adjust the level of the beam with the levelling bolts 2.
3

5

1

levelling bolts (2)
5

6

4

· Install the first extremity in a " U " shape in
the rebate and assemble it with the beam
previously installed 3.
· Install the next beam and adjust it (use the
supplied braces) 4.
· Install the extremity plate (between beams)
no need to tighten 5.
· Repeat the two previous steps for all beams.
· Finally install the last extremity in " U " shape 6 in the rebate and
assemble it with the beam previously installed.
· Place the covers in the frame
· Finalise the adjustment (alignment, level by using the
levelling bolts)

E14
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Shuttering
· To proceed with the installation, do not
remove all the covers, but only 1 or 2 units,
in order to access beneath the product.
Caution: the boxes must not be infilled with
concrete.
Carefully fill concrete below frame until it is
full.
· Fill the rebate.
Caution: If you only have limited time for concrete curing, we
recommend the use of fast setting concrete solutions.
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Introducing the CT4S range

F6
F6
F8
F10

CT4S...075 series
Solid top 1/2/3 parts covers
Solid top continuous duct covers
Solid top covers with removable beams
Installation recommendations

F12
F12
F14
F16

CT4S...100 series
Solid top 1/2/3 parts covers
Solid top continuous duct covers
Solid top covers with removable beams
Installation recommendations

F1

CT4S range

CT4S range
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CT4S range
Modular covers and frames

Budapest - Hungary

CT4S is a comprehensive range of access covers and
frames designed for various underground services: sewerage,
electrical pits, etc. in various environments.
Designed to meet customer requirements, CT4S is available in a
wide range of dimensions in order to cover single or long ducts
access gratings as well as large chambers.
The CT4S cover incorporates the 3 point suspension for non
rock performance. This ensures stability and facilitates installation.

F2
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CT4S range
Modular covers and frames

Modular construction
The use of modular elements gives a vast range of sizes : 1/2/3
part covers.

1/2/3 covers

Frame elements (side frames and end plates) are assembled
using bolts to provide linear openings for even the longest ducts:
continuous duct covers.
Above clear opening spans of 1000 mm, CT4S units employ
removable beams supported in boxes which are fixed to the
frames. This allows the construction of units to suit the largest
openings: multiple unit with removable beams.

multiple beams cover

CT4S range

continuous duct covers

Stability, strength and durability
· Covers are designed to conform to D400 loading applications.
Made of spheroidal graphite cast iron according to ISO1083
standard and provided with a water based coating
Covers are solid top with anti skid surface.
· Galvanised steel frames and beams

Security
· The CT4S...075 series are provided with an OTC locking
system. Optional: 1/4 turn locking system.
The CT4S...100 series are provided with an MTV locking
system.

ejco.com
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CT4S range
Modular covers and frames

Minimal noise and long term durability is achieved by:
· The 3 point suspension for non rock performance.
When correctly installed, according to the installation
recommendations, the CT4S range of covers are stable under
traffic conditions.

3-point suspension

Types of surface finish available
Solid top cover with uniform anti-slip surface
This cover offers unparalleled performance .
If an increased anti-skid resistance is required covers can be
provided with Premark® Anti-skid coating
uniform anti-slip surface

Easy handling
· Option: CT4S...075 can be provided with a strut assisted
opening.
The CT4S...100 series are provided with a strut assisted
opening . Option: the strut can be stainless steel.

Optional safety accessories: grids and railings
All covers can be provided with safety grids and safety railings
to allow for safe access to the chamber facilitating effective
maintenance of equipment. For more details see page 24.
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Premark®Anti-Skid
surface

CT4S range
Budapest - Hungary
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185

CT4S ...075 - Solid top 1/2/3 covers and continuous duct covers
400 kN

250

a

250

b

250

185

100

F6
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153

195

153

185
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CT4S ...075 - Solid top 1/2/3 covers and continuous duct covers
400 kN
Area of installation
400 kN: Design load 40 tonnes. Carriageways of roads
(including pedestrian streets), hard shoulders and parking areas,
for all types of roads vehicles.
Specification
· Frame: Mild steel to S 235 JR - NF EN 10025
Hot Dip Galvanised according to NF EN ISO 1461.
· Cover: Spheroidal graphite cast iron according to ISO 1083
and EN NF 1563
· Hinged access covers and frames blocking at 90° for safety
· 3 point suspension for non rock performance.
This ensures stability and facilitates installation.

clear opening
axb (mm)

overall frame dim.
number
length x width (mm) of covers

reference

960 x 950
960 x 1702
960 x 2455

CT4S 075 076 A
CT4S 150 076 A
CT4S 225 076 A

1/2/3 covers

750 x 760
1502 x 760
2250 x 760
continuous ducts

For longer dimensions you can apply the following formula
· Clear opening: a = n x 750
b = 760
· Overall dimensions:
length = (n x 750) + 200
width = 960
height = 150
· n= number of covers

Option
· VAF 1/4 turn locking system
· Assisted opening by strut
· Safety grids
· Safety railings
Premark® Anti-Skid coating

CT4S range

Technical file
· Installation recommendations: see page F10-F11
Options

Safety railings

Safety grids

Premark®
anti-skid surface

ejco.com
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300

h'

H

300

CT4S ...075 - Solid top multiple covers with removable beams
400 kN

450
b

250

250

250

300

250

a

h

W to 1st beam centre

300

X to 2nd beam centre
Y to 3rd beam centre

75
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CT4S ...075 - Solid top multiple covers with removable beams
400 kN
clear
opening
(a) mm

(b) mm

1630

2518

3406

4294

5182

6070

6958

7846

8734

covers

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1500

2

1 beam

2 beams

3 beams

4 beams

5 beams

6 beams

7 beams

8 beams

9 beams

IPE360 (h=430)

2250

3

1 beam

2 beams

3 beams

4 beams

5 beams

6 beams

7 beams

8 beams

9 beams

IPE360 (h=430)

3000

4

1 beam

2 beams

3 beams

4 beams

5 beams

6 beams

7 beams

8 beams

9 beams

IPE360 (h=430)

3750

5

1 beam

2 beams

3 beams

4 beams

5 beams

6 beams

7 beams

8 beams

9 beams

IPE400 (h=470)

4500

6

beam center
W, X, Y

1 beam

2 beams

3 beams

4 beams

5 beams

6 beams

7 beams

8 beams

9 beams

818

1691

2564

3437

4310

5183

6056

6929

7802

beam
used

Area of installation
400 kN: Design load 40 tonnes. Carriageways of roads
(including pedestrian streets), hard shoulders and parking areas,
for all types of roads vehicles.

CT4S range

Specification
· Frame: Mild steel to S 235 JR - NF EN 10025
Hot Dip Galvanised according to NF EN ISO 1461.
· Cover: Spheroidal graphite cast iron according to ISO 1083
and EN NF 1563
· Hinged access covers and frames blocking at 90° for safety
· 3 point suspension of covers to ensure stability and minimise
noise and vibration.
Option
· VAF 1/4 turn locking system
· Assisted opening by strut
· Safety grids (see details page H1-H2)
· Safety railings (see details page H1-H2)
Technical file
· Installation recommendations: see page F10-F11
Options

Safety railings

Safety grids

Premark®
anti-skid surface

ejco.com
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CT4S ...75 series
Installation recommendations: 1/2/3 part covers and continuous duct covers

1/2/3 part covers
Handling
· The product is delivered assembled to site as one unit
(items up to 3 covers).
· In order to handle the cover, use a double chain equiped with
lifting hook.

Continuous duct covers
Handling
· The product is delivered assembled to site in multiple units
according to the continuous duct size.
· In order to handle the cover, use a double chain equiped with a
lifting hook.

Installation
· Check the rebate according to the drawing
provided.
· Correctly center the cover and the frame
within the rebate.
· Level to the correct position by using
levelling bolts.
Shuttering
· Shutter the gap between the bottom of the frame and the
concrete of the chamber.
Position the covers within their respective frames.
If necessary, refer to the assembly drawing.
Grouting
· Force the grout beneath the frame.
· Fill in the rebate in successive layers.
· Do not forget to vibrate the grout.
· If there is insufficient time to allow the concrete to fully cure
before trafficking, use a rapid setting, non shrinking grout.

Installation
Please consult us.

F10
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CT4S ...75 series
Installation recommendations: multiple covers with removable beams

Handling
· The product is delivered assembled to site in multiple units
according to the pit size.
· In order to handle the cover, use a double chain equiped with a
lifting hook.

CT4S range

Installation
Please consult us.

ejco.com
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240

CT4S ...100 - 1/2/3 covers and continuous duct covers and frames
400 kN

a

250

b

250

250

212

240

95
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CT4S ...100 - 1/2/3 covers and continuous duct covers and frames
400 kN
Area of installation
400 kN: Design load 40 tonnes. Carriageways of roads
(including pedestrian streets), hard shoulders and parking areas,
for all types of roads vehicles.
Specification
· Frame: Mild steel to S 235 JR - NF EN 10025
Hot Dip Galvanised according to NF EN ISO 1461.
· Cover: Spheroidal graphite cast iron according to ISO 1083
and EN NF 1563
· Hinged access covers and frames blocking at 90° for safety
· 3 point suspension of covers to ensure stability and minimise
noise and vibration.
· Covers provided with MTV locking system, blocking when
opened for handling
· Assisted opening by strut
· Key hole protected by PE plug
· Plug clipped into the cover to avoid displacement

clear opening
axb (mm)

overall frame dim.
number
length x width (mm) of covers

reference

1000 x 1000
2000 x 1000
3000 x 1000

1140 x 1140
2140 x 1140
3140 x 1140

CT4S 100 100 AHVPC
CT4S 200 100 AHVPC
CT4S 300 100 AHVPC

For longer dimensions you can apply the following formula
· Clear opening: a = n x 1000
b = 1000
· Overall dimensions:
length = (n x 1000) + 140
width = 1140
height = 215 mm
· n= number of covers

CT4S range

Option
· Safety grids ( see details page H1-H2)
· Safety railings (see details page H1-H2)
· Stainless steel strut
Technical file
· Installation recommendations: see page F16 - F17
Options

Safety railings

Safety grids

Premark®
anti-skid surface

ejco.com
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240

240

CT4S ...100 - Solid top multiple covers with removable beams
400 kN

250

250

450
b

250

H

250

a

h

h'

X to 2nd beam centre

h'

W to 1st beam centre

Y to 3rd beam centre

136 136
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CT4S ...100 - Solid top multiple covers with removable beams
400 kN
clear
opening
(a) mm

(b) mm

2130

3300

4470

5640

6810

7980

9150

10320

11490

covers

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

2000

2

1 beam

2 beams

3 beams

4 beams

5 beams

6 beams

7 beams

8 beams

9 beams

HEA400 (h=520)

3000

3

1 beam

2 beams

3 beams

4 beams

5 beams

6 beams

7 beams

8 beams

9 beams

HEA400 (h=520

4000

4

1 beam

2 beams

3 beams

4 beams

5 beams

6 beams

7 beams

8 beams

9 beams

HEA500 (h=620

5000

5

1 beam

2 beams

3 beams

4 beams

5 beams

6 beams

7 beams

8 beams

9 beams

HEA600 (h=720

1085

2255

3425

4595

5765

6935

8105

9275

10445

beam center
W, X, Y

beam
used

Area of installation
400 kN: Design load 40 tonnes. Carriageways of roads
(including pedestrian streets), hard shoulders and parking areas,
for all types of roads vehicles.

CT4S range

Speciﬁcation
· Frame: Mild steel to S 235 JR - NF EN 10025
Hot Dip Galvanised according to NF EN ISO 1461.
· Cover: Spheroidal graphite cast iron according to ISO 1083
and EN NF 1563
· Hinged access covers and frames blocking at 90° for safety
· 3 point suspension of covers to ensure stability and minimise
noise and vibration.
· Covers provided with MTV locking system, blocking when
opened for handling
· Assisted opening by strut
· Key hole protected by PE plug
· Plug clipped into the cover to avoid it to be lost
Option
· Safety grids ( see details page H1-H2)
· Safety railings (see details page H1-H2)
· Stainless steel strut
Technical ﬁle
· Installation recommendations: see pages F16 - F17
Options

Safety railings

Safety grids

Premark®
anti-skid surface

ejco.com
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CT4S ...100 series
Installation recommendations: 1/2/3 part covers and continuous duct covers

1/2/3 part covers
Handling
· The product is delivered assembled to site
as one unit.
· In order to handle the cover, use a double
chain equiped with lifting hook.

Continuous duct covers
Handling
· The item is delivered assembled to site by multiple units
according to the continuous duct size.
· In order to handle the cover, use a double chain equiped with a
lifting hook.

Installation
· Check the rebate according to the provided drawing.
· Correctly centre the cover and the frame within the rebate
· Level to the correct position by using levelling bolts.
Shuttering
· Shutter the gap between the bottom of the frame and the
concrete of the chamber.
· Position the covers within their respective frames. If applicable,
refer to the assembly drawing.
Grouting
· Force the grout beneath the frame.
· Fill in the rebate in successive layers.
· Do not forget to vibrate the grout.
· If there is insufficient time to allow the concrete to fully cure
before trafficking, use a rapid setting, non shrinking grout.

Installation
Please consult us.

F16
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CT4S...100 series
Installation recommendations: multiple covers with removable beam

Handling
· The product is delivered assembled to sitey by multiple units
according to the pit size.
· In order to handle the cover, use a double chain equiped with
lifting hook.

CT4S range

Installation
Please consult us.

ejco.com
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G2

A new modular range of gratings and
frames

G6

1/2/3 parts grating and frames

G8

Continuous duct gratings and frames

G10

Multiple gratings with removable
beams

G12

Installation recommendations

H1

Optional accessories for all modular
products: safety grids and safety
railings

G1

Aquera range

AQUERA®
the modular range of gratings
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AQUERA® range
Modular gratings solutions for drainage and ventilation.

The urban environment is integral to our modern society.
This has led to an increase in constructed areas with impervious
surfaces such as footpaths, roadways and car parks which
restrict effective drainage in normal rainwater conditions. In
extreme weather conditions it can cause flooding which impacts
significantly on society, threatening peoples lives, their property
and the environment.
Many solutions have been sought after to render asphalt, brick
blocks, etc, permeable but over time, their microstructure will
eventually clog up because it is virtually impossible to maintain
them over long periods.
In addition, large cities continue to expand and modernise their
maze of underground tunnels used for public transport and
shopping areas. These are literally «living areas» and require
adequate ventilation.
Planning a network is in itself a daunting task. This is becoming
ever more difficult when this network has to integrate itself into
an already complex urban environment.
For example, a large ventilation of an underground rail system
might have been installed a long time ago in a pedestrian area.

G2

ejco.com

However, this pedestrian area may now have become a busy
carriageway and it was virtually impossible to find an adequate
solution.
This is where the strength of EJ comes in. With a worldwide
presence of field engineers, listening to their client needs, we
have designed and developed the unique AQUERA range.
Together with the rain water management utilities and operators
of large undergound services, we have come up with the ultimate
solution for maximum drainage and ventilation within urban areas.
Whether the area is particularly prone to flash flooding or requires
a «traffic ready» large ventilation area, EJ has designed the right
solution with the AQUERA range of gratings, and adopted simple
yet effective design concepts:
· for maximum drainage capacity, we have used our extensive
experience - spanning several decades - developed for the
ERMATIC multi-span covers. Our removable beamed access
solutions are solid, enduring and easy to use.
· for ultimate stability under modern urban traffic, we have
opted for a double triangular technology gratings.

Ermatic® range and other modular solutions 2013

AQUERA® range
Modular gratings solutions for drainage and ventilation

The use of modular elements for the construction of the AQUERA range of gratings, enables the construction of:
· 1, 2 or 3 part gratings,
· channel duct gratings,
· multiple units with removable beams for the largest drainage or ventilation requirements.
1/2/3 parts gratings

Aquera range

Gratings with removable beams

Duct grating

Security
Gratings are secured in their frame by stainless steel bolts.
Each half grating is maintained in its frame lengthways in order to
reduce its displacement and maintain tight tolerances.
In option: coded head OTC bolts to prevent unautorised entry or
theft.
Silence and stability under road traffic
We adopt the 3-point suspension for ultimate stability and silence
in use.
The two half gratings are loosely coupled one to another by means
of an axis and Beta clips.

coupling pin with
Beta clips

ejco.com
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AQUERA® range
Modular gratings solutions for drainage and ventilation

Ease of installation
In order to facilitate the levelling of the product the hot dipped
galvanised frame is provided with level adjusting bolts.

adjusting bolts

Maximum drainage and ventilation capacity
The grating slots have been specifically designed to maximise
the water drainage, irrespective of the grating orientation when
installed.

Standard type waterway 1470 cm2 per unit

Standard slots dimensions

LR type waterway 833 cm2 per unit

Suitable for small wheel vehicles, bicycles and wheel chairs.
The grating design also exists with a reduced slot dimension,
pedestrian friendly gratings (LR type) if the product needs to
be installed in areas where small wheeled vehicles, bicycles or
wheel chairs are in use.
Reduced slot, pedestrian
friendly gratings
(LR type)

G4
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Scotland

G5
Aquera range
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Aquera® - 1/2/3 part gratings and frames
400 kN

Standard slot opening represented

170

170

Reduced slot opening represented

250

a

250

80

0

100

170

80

G6
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140

80

80

250

b

250

170
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Aquera® - 1/2/3 part gratings and frames
400 kN
Area of installation
Group 3 according to EN 124.
For gully tops installed in the area of kerbside channels of roads
which when measured from the kerb edge, extend a maximum
of 0.5 m into the carriageway and a maximum of 0.2 m into the
footway.

clear opening
axb (mm)

overall frame dim.
length x width x heigth
(mm)

number
reference
of gratings

standard slot opening gratings with VCHC locking

620 x 476
1237 × 476
1854 × 476

780 x 736 x 140
1397 x 736 x 140
2014 x 736 x 140

1
2
3

FC4G062048VCHC
FC4G124048VCHC
FC4G184048VCHC

standard slot opening gratings with VOTC locking system

620 x 476
1237 × 476
1854 × 476

780 x 736 x 140
1397 x 736 x 140
2014 x 736 x 140

1
2
3

FC4G062048VOTC
FC4G124048VOTC
FC4G184048VOTC

reduced slot opening gratings with VCHC locking

620 x 476
1237 × 476
1854 × 476

780 x 736 x 140
1397 x 736 x 140
2014 x 736 x 140

1
2
3

FC4G062048VCLR
FC4G124048VCLR
FC4G184048VCLR

reduced slot opening gratings with VOTC locking

620 x 476
1237 × 476
1854 × 476

780 x 736 x 140
1397 x 736 x 140
2014 x 736 x 140

1
2
3

FC4G062048VOLR
FC4G124048VOLR
FC4G184048VOLR

Aquera range

Specification
· Gratings: spheroidal graphite cast iron grating according to
ISO 1083 (500-7) and EN 1563.
· Frames: hot dip galvanised steel frame according to ISO
1459/60/61.
· 3-point suspension flat gratings to ensure stability, silence and
lack of vibration when in use.
· Double triangular design with reversible gratings at 180°.
· Gratings loosely coupled together by means of pin and beta
clips.
· Provided with frame level adjusting bolts to ease installation.
· Gratings are secured in their frame by stainless steel bolts.
· Grating bars are specially designed to provide maximum water
drainage or ventilation.
· Waterway/ventilation area:
1470 cm2 for each standard grating.
833 cm2 for each LR grating.
To ﬁnd out the grating entire waterway or ventilation areas,
according to dimensions, you will have to calculate as follows:
Standard slot opening N x1470 cm2
Reduced slot opening N x 833 cm2
(N = Number of gratings )
Technical file
· See our installation guideline at the end of this section.
Options
· Reduced grate slot opening design of grates suitable for small
wheeled vehicles, bicycles or wheel chairs.
· VOTC security coded head locking system

Reduced slot, pedestrian
friendly gratings
(LR type)

OTC bolt

ejco.com
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170

Aquera® - Continuous duct gratings and frames
400 kN

250

a

250
2
50

b

250

170

140

140

170

100

160
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Aquera® - Continuous duct gratings and frames
400 kN

Speciﬁcation
· Gratings: spheroidal graphite cast iron grating according to
ISO 1083 (500-7) and EN 1563.
· Frames: hot dip galvanised steel frame according to ISO
1459/60/61.
· 3-point suspension flat gratings to ensure stability, silence and
lack of vibration when in use.
· Double triangular design with reversible gratings at 180°.
· Gratings loosely coupled together by means of pin and beta
clips.
· Provided with frame level adjusting bolts to ease installation.
· Gratings are secured in their frame by stainless steel bolts.
· Grating bars are specially designed to provide maximum water
drainage or ventilation.
· Waterway/ventilation area:
1470 cm2 for each standard grating.
833 cm2 for each LR grating.
To ﬁnd out the grating entire waterway or ventilation areas,
according to dimensions, you will have to calculate as follows:
Standard slot opening N x1470 cm2
Reduced slot opening N x 833 cm2
(N = Number of gratings )

clear opening
axb (mm)

overall frame dim.
length x width x heigth
(mm)

number
reference
of gratings

standard slot opening gratings with VCHC locking system

2471 × 476 2631 x 736 x 140
4
FC4G247048VCHC
3088 × 476 3248 x 736 x 140
5
FC4G309048VCHC
3705 × 476 3865 x 736 x 140
6
FC4G371048VCHC
4322 × 476 4482 x 736 x 140
7
FC4G432048VCHC
For longer dimensions you can apply the following formula
Clear opening a = (n x 617) + 3
b = 476
Overall dimensions
length = (n x 617) + 163
width = 736
height = 140
n= number of gratings
Different variations are available:
FC4G (a x b) VOTC ex : FC4G247048 VOTC
for standard slot opening grating with VOTC locking system
FC4G (a x b) VCLR ex : FC4G247048 VCLR
for reduced slot opening grating with VCHC locking system
Aquera range

Area of installation
Group 3 according to EN 124.
For gully tops installed in the area of kerbside channels of roads
which when measured from the kerb edge, extend a maximum
of 0.5 m into the carriageway and a maximum of 0.2 m into the
footway.

FC4G (a x b) VOLR ex : FC4G247048 VOLR
for reduced slot opening grating with VOTC locking system

Technical ﬁle
· See our installation guideline at the end of this section.
Options
· Reduced grate slot opening design of grates suitable for small
wheeled vehicles, bicycles or wheel chairs.
· VOTC security coded head locking system

Reduced slot, pedestrian
friendly gratings
(LR type)

OTC bolt

ejco.com
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Aquera® - Multiple gratings with removable beams
400 kN

170

170

0.00

250

250

450
b

h'

250

H

h
250

250

160

W to 1st beam centre

X to 2nd beam centre
Y to 3rd beam centre
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a
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Aquera® - Multiple gratings with removable beams
400 kN
clear
opening
(a) mm

(b) mm

1106

1736

2366

2996

3626

4256

4886

5516

6146

covers

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1237

2

1 beam

2 beams

3 beams

4 beams

5 beams

6 beams

7 beams

8 beams

9 beams

IPE360 (h=430)

1854

3

1 beam

2 beams

3 beams

4 beams

5 beams

6 beams

7 beams

8 beams

9 beams

IPE360 (h=430)

2471

4

1 beam

2 beams

3 beams

4 beams

5 beams

6 beams

7 beams

8 beams

9 beams

IPE360 (h=430)

3088

5

1 beam

2 beams

3 beams

4 beams

5 beams

6 beams

7 beams

8 beams

9 beams

IPE400 (h=470)

3705

6

1 beam

2 beams

3 beams

4 beams

5 beams

6 beams

7 beams

8 beams

9 beams

IPE400 (h=470)

4322

7

1 beam

2 beams

3 beams

4 beams

5 beams

6 beams

7 beams

8 beams

9 beams

IPE450 (h=520)

4939

8

IPE500 (h=570)

beam center
W, X, Y

1 beam

2 beams

3 beams

4 beams

5 beams

6 beams

7 beams

8 beams

9 beams

553

1183

1813

2443

3073

4333

4963

5593

6223

beam
used

Product references : FC4G : (a in cm) ( b in cm)
Example : a=1237mm b=1736mm = FC4G123174VCHC for standard slot opening grating
Overall dimensions : (a+160mm) x (b+260) x h+30 (frame height = 140mm) - For other dimensions: please enquire
Different variations are available:
FC4G (a x b) VOTC ex: FC4G123174 VOTC for standard slot opening grating with VOTC locking system

Aquera range

FC4G (a x b) VCLR ex: FC4G123174VCLR for reduced slot opening grating with VCHC locking system
FC4G (a x b) VOLR ex: FC4G123174VOLR for reduced slot opening grating with VOTC locking system
Area of installation
Group 3 according to EN 124.
For gully tops installed in the area of kerbside channels of roads
which when measured from the kerb edge, extend a maximum
of 0.5 m into the carriageway and a maximum of 0.2 m into the
footway.
Speciﬁcation
· Gratings: spheroidal graphite cast iron grating according to
ISO 1083 (500-7) and EN 1563.
· Frames: hot dip galvanised steel frame according to ISO
1459/60/61.
· 3-point suspension flat gratings to ensure stability, silence and
lack of vibration when in use.
· Double triangular design with reversible gratings at 180°.
· Gratings loosely coupled together by means of pin and beta
clips.
· Provided with frame level adjusting bolts to ease installation.
· Gratings are secured in their frame by stainless steel bolts.
· Grating bars are specially designed to provide maximum water
drainage or ventilation.
· Waterway/ventilation area:
1470 cm2 for each standard half grating.
833 cm2 for each LR half grating.
To find out the grating entire waterway or ventilation areas,
according to dimensions, you will have to calculate as follows:

ejco.com

Standard slot opening N x1470 cm2
Reduced slot opening N x 833 cm2
(N = Number of gratings )
Technical ﬁle
· See our installation guideline at the end of this section.
Options
· Reduced grate slot opening design of grates suitable for small
wheeled vehicles, bicycles or wheel chairs.
· VOTC security coded head locking system

Reduced slot, pedestrian
friendly gratings
(LR type)

OTC bolt

G11
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AQUERA® range
Installation recommendations: 1/2/3 part gratings and frames

Handling
· The product is delivered assembled as one complete unit to site
(items up to 3gratings).
· In order to handle the unit, use a double chain equiped with lifting
hook.

Installation
· Prepare the rebate according to the drawing
provided.
· Correctly centre the frame within the rebate
· Shim to the correct level by using packers
underneath the frame.
· Shutter the gap between the bottom of the
frame and the concrete of the chamber.
· Position the gratings for the frames and lock them.

G12
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Shuttering
· Force the grout beneath the frame.
· Fill in the rebate in successive layers.
· CAUTION: If there is insufficient time to
allow the concrete to fully cure before
trafficking, use a rapid setting grout.
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AQUERA® range
Installation recommendations: continuous duct gratings and frames

Aquera range

Handling
· The product is delivered assembled as one complete unit to site
according to the continuous duct size.
· In order to handle the cover, use a double chain equiped with a
lifting hook.

Installation
· Check the rebate according to the drawing
provided.
· Correctly centre the cover and the frame
within the rebate.
· Assemble the parts of the frame by means
of the screw provided on this purpose.
· Shim to the correct level by using packers underneath the frame.
· Position the gratings for the frames and lock them.

ejco.com

Shuttering
· Force the grout beneath the frame.
· Fill in the rebate in successive layers.
· CAUTION: If there is insufficient time to
allow the concrete to fully cure before
trafficking, use a rapid setting grout.
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AQUERA® range
Installation recommendations: multiple gratings with removable beams

Installation
· Prepare the rebate according to the drawing
provided.
· Place the ﬁrst element (beam box +
extremity plate) in the rebate (1a,1b).
· Adjust level by means of the levelling screws
provided on this purpose.
· Install the extremity plates into the rebate with the levelling
screws assembled with the frame and adjust level (2).
· Position the first beam (3).
· Screw the beam into its box with the screws provided on this
purpose.
· Adjust level with the levelling screws.
· If the item is provided with several beams , repeat the last three
actions.

· To ﬁnalise, install the next beam and adjust
it using the braces previously installed
· Adjust and ﬁx the extremity plates.(1b)
· Install the gratings on the frames and lock
them.
· Adjust and fix to the frame.
Shuttering
· To proceed with the formwork, do not remove all the gratings,
but only 1 or 2 units, in order to access below side of the
product.
Formwork
Caution: the boxes mustn't be inﬁlled with concrete.
· Replace the gratings in the frame.
· Carefully ﬁll concrete below frame until it's full.
· Fill the rebate.
Caution: If the concrete curring time can't be followed for any
reason, we recommend to use a fast curring concrete.

1b

2
3

2

1a
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Aquera range
Madrid - Spain
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Optional accessories for all modular products
Safety grids and safety railings

Safety and protection grids
Safety is a fundamental core value for EJ.
For this reason, EJ does not compromise when designing
and manufacturing safety grids.
Handling, opening, closing, testing, dismantling, etc. will be

achieved easily and safely, in conformance with Health and
Safety regulations.
Our experts will listen and guide you in choosing the right safety
grid for your designated access and safety strategy.

Specifications

·
·
·
·

·
·
·

Resistance 150 or 300 kg
90° opening
One man operation (lifting effort less than 25 kg)

Jail bar type grid

Walk on grid

H1
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Lockable on request (padlock not supplied)
Removable
Delivered with a lifting chain
Assembled on a product or wall chamber mounting option

Mesh type grid to be fixed to the wall
chamber

Ermatic® range and other modular solutions 2013

Optional accessories for all modular products
Safety grids and safety railings

2 parts grid :
suited for pump removal, when two pumps are positioned along
the chambers shortest edge.

Grids with secondary hatch:
Allows access to an equipement without opening the grid
completely.

Optional accessories
Aquera range
for modular ranges

Grid with jail bar blocking at 90°

Safety railings
A safety and protection railing is necessary to avoid a person
directly walking into the opening stair case.

ejco.com
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Notes
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